Contra Costa County
Community Corrections Partnership (CCP)
Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) Meeting
Tuesday, February 18, 2020, 9:00 a.m.
Probation Dept.
Live Oak Room
50 Douglas Drive, 2nd Floor
Martinez, CA

Agenda

1.

Call to Order by Chair Billeci

2.

Introductions and Announcements

3.

Public Comment

4.

Consider approving Record of Actions from the Nov. 5, 2019 meeting (Attachment A)

5.

Draft AB 109 Annual Report Fiscal Year 2018/2019: Review and Input (Attachment B)

6.

FY 19/20 Semi-annual Reporting from Community-based Partners and Government
agencies – Review and Input (Attachment C)

7.

Next Meeting Date/Time

8.

Adjourn

The Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) will provide reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities planning to attend
QAC meetings. Contact the staff person listed below at least 48 hours before the meeting.
Any disclosable public records related to an item on a regular meeting agenda and distributed by staff to a majority of members of
the Quality Assurance Committee less than 96 hours prior to that meeting are available for public inspection at 1236 Escobar Street,
Martinez, CA, during normal business hours, 8 am – 12 Noon and 1-5 pm. Materials are also available on line at
https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/3113/Community-Corrections-Partnership-CCP
 Public comment may be submitted via electronic mail on agenda items at least one full work day prior to the published meeting
time.

For Additional Information Contact: Donte Blue, Committee Staff Phone (925) 313-4158 Donte.Blue@cao.cccounty.us
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Attachment A
Community Corrections Partnership (CCP)

Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) Meeting
1:30 p.m., Tuesday, November 5th, 2019
651 Pine St., Room 108
Martinez, CA

***Record of Actions***
Agenda
Present:

Todd Billeci, County Probation Officer
Suzanne Tavano, Behavioral Health Services Director
Harry Thurston, Community Advisory Board Chair

Staff Present: Lara DeLaney, Acting Director, Office of Reentry and Justice (ORJ)
Donte Blue, Deputy Director, ORJ
Monica Carlisle, Management Analyst, ORJ
Alicia Nuchols, Supervisor Diane Burgis’ Office
Paul Reyes, Senior Deputy County Administrator
Ramsey AlQaisi, Senior Management Analyst, County Administrator’s Office
Jody Sicheneder, Office of the Sheriff
1.

Call to Order by Chair Billeci
Convene – 1:30 p.m.

2.

Introductions and Announcements
No announcements

3.

Public Comment
No public comment

4.

Consider approving Record of Action from the May 10, 2019 meeting (Attachment A)
Approved
Motion: Harry Thurston; Second: Todd Billeci
Aye: Todd Billeci, Harry Thurston
Other: Suzanne Tavano (Abstained)
Passed

5.

Jeweld Legacy Capacity Building Program: Presentation (Attachment B)
Received presentation from Jeweld Legacy Group
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6.

Community Report 2018/2019: Review and Input (Attachment C)
Received the Report from ORJ

7.

Update on integrated dataset (e.g., CA DOJ, H3, BH, etc.): Discussion
Received brief updates from ORJ

8.

Next Meeting Date/Time:
Directed ORJ to schedule a QAC meeting in February 2020 and requested that each QAC
meeting should proceed the CCP meeting in that quarter.

9.

Adjourn
Adjourned – 2:55 p.m.

The Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) will provide reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities planning to attend QAC
meetings. Contact the staff person listed below at least 48 hours before the meeting.
Any disclosable public records related to an item on a regular meeting agenda and distributed by staff to a majority of
members of the Quality Assurance Committee less than 96 hours prior to that meeting are available for public inspection at
1236 Escobar Street, Martinez, CA, during normal business hours, 8 am – 12 Noon and 1-5 pm. Materials are also available
on line at http://www.co.contra-costa.ca.us/index.aspx?nid=3113
 Public comment may be submitted via electronic mail on agenda items at least one full work day prior to the published
meeting time.

For Additional Information Contact: Donte Blue, Committee Staff Phone (925) 313-4158 Donte.Blue@prob.cccounty.us
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County of Contra Costa
OFFICE OF REENTRY & JUSTICE (ORJ)
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

February 18, 2020

TO:

QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMITTEE of the COMMUNITY
CORRECTIONS PARTNERSHIP

FROM:

Denise Zabkiewicz, Research and Evaluation Manager, ORJ

SUBJECT: Draft Public Safety Realignment AB 109 Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2018/19
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
REVIEW the Draft Public Safety Realignment AB 109 Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2018-19
(Attachment B) and provide direction to staff on any necessary corrections.
RECOMMEND its acceptance, as reviewed or as revised, by the Community Corrections
Partnership (CCP) at their next meeting to be held March 6, 2020.
BACKGROUND
Each year since FY 2014/15, Contra Costa County has commissioned a Public Safety
Realignment AB 109 Annual Report for the fiscal year. The reports, accepted by the Board of
Supervisors, are available at: https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/2366/Reentry-Services-Programs.
Until last year, the reports were prepared by the contractor Resource Development Associates,
who developed the report template that was reviewed and approved by the Community
Corrections Partnership. Beginning with the FY 2017/18 Report, the Office of Reentry and
Justice has undertaken the report preparation, led by the Research and Evaluation Manager.
The Annual Report provides an overview of AB 109-funded services, programs, and initiatives
that target the needs of individuals in the County who are returning to the community from
custody. In addition, the report speaks to the partnerships between County departments and
community-based service providers that deliver coordinated and evidence-based supervision and
services. The reports also include County department budgets as well as the volume and types of
services provided.
DISCUSSION:
This Annual Report offers an overview of the AB 109-funded services and activities the County
has provided during the 2018-2019 fiscal year.
Attachments
Attachment B – Draft AB 109 Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2018/19
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Public Safety Realignment in Contra Costa
County
AB 109 Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2018/19
Prepared by the Office of Reentry & Justice
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2019 Community Corrections Partnership (CCP) of Contra Costa County
Todd Billeci, Chief Probation Officer, Chair
David Livingston, Sheriff of Contra Costa County
Tammany Brooks, Antioch Chief of Police
Diana Becton, District Attorney

Donna Van Wert, Workforce Development Board
Executive Director
Patrice Guillory, Community Based Programs
Representative
Kathy Gallagher, Employment and Human
Services Director
Matthew White, Behavioral Health Services
Director

Jim Paulsen, Superior Court designee

David Twa, County Administrator

Robin Lipetzky, Public Defender

Fatima Matal Sol, Alcohol and Other Drug
Services, Director
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Lynn Mackey, County Superintendent of Schools

Staff Assigned to CCP
Paul Reyes, Senior Deputy County Administrator
Lara DeLaney, Office of Reentry & Justice, Acting Director
Donté Blue, Office of Reentry & Justice, Deputy Director

This AB 109 Public Safety Realignment Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2018/19 was prepared by Denise
Zabkiewicz, Research and Evaluation Manager, in the Office of Reentry & Justice. For questions regarding
this report, please contact Denise Zabkiewicz via email at: Denise.Zabkiewicz@cao.cccounty.us.
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Glossary of Terms
AB 109:

Assembly Bill 109

ACER:

Arraignment Court Early Representation

ACES:

Accelerating Careers through Essential Skills

AODS:

Alcohol and Other Drugs Services

BALA:

Bay Area Legal Aid

BHS:

Behavioral Health Services

BJA:

Bureau of Justice Assistance

BOS:

Board of Supervisors

CAIS:

Correctional Assessment and Intervention System

CAO:

County Administrator’s Office

CBO:

Community-based Organization

CCEB:

Catholic Charities of the East Bay

CCP:

Community Corrections Partnership

CDCR:

California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation

CFRP:

Community and Family Reunification Program

CHD:

Center for Human Development

CoCo Lead+:

Contra Costa Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion Plus

CSAC:

California State Association of Counties

DA:

District Attorney

DHS:

Detention Health Services

DOJ:

Department of Justice (California)

DPO:

Deputy Probation Officer

EBP:

Evidence Based Practice

FAST:

Foundations in Automotive Services Training (FAST)
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FTA:

Failure to Appear

FY:

Fiscal Year

GA:

General Assistance

Goodwill:

Goodwill Industries of the Greater East Bay

HRS:

Housing Resource Specialist

JAG:

Justice Assistance Grant

MDF:

Martinez Detention Facility

MCDF:

Marsh Creek Detention Facility

MWP:

Men and Women of Purpose

OR:

Own recognizance

ORJ:

Office of Reentry & Justice

PD:

Public Defender

PRCS:

Post-Release Community Supervision

PSR:

Public Safety Realignment

PTS:

Pre-trial Services

RDA:

Resource Development Associates

REACH:

Reach Fellowship International

RFP:

Request for Proposals

RJTF:

Racial Justice Task Force

SLE:

Sober Living Environment

SOARS:

Sustainable Occupational Advancement and Reentry Success

SSDI/SSI:

Social Security Disability Income/Supplemental Security Income

START:

Service Technician and Auto Repair Training

TAY:

Transition aged youth

TIC:

Trauma-informed care

WCDF:

West County Detention Facility
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WDB:

Workforce Development Board

YJI:

Youth Justice Initiative
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Executive Summary

This report provides an overview of AB 109-funded activities and services provided in Contra Costa County
during the fiscal year 2018/19 (“FY 18/19”) and concludes with priorities for FY 19/20.
The County’s 5-year Reentry Strategic Plan (2018-2023), updated in FY 17/18, serves as the County’s
guiding document for reentry programs and services, including but not limited to, AB 109-funded services.
The County draws on the Plan to engage stakeholders to define priority areas, goals, and strategies that
can help address gaps and needs of the local reentry system. One priority need area of particular
importance surrounds the effective use and coordination of data for on-going program evaluation and
continuous quality improvement. In an effort to enhance the use and coordination of data to inform
decision-making, the ORJ hired a Research and Evaluation Manager (REM) during the FY 18/19.
With the addition of the REM to ORJ, other efforts specifically focused on data access, collection,
integration, management and security have advanced. These efforts include the development of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Probation and the ORJ to support the data sharing and
analysis among the two agencies. In addition, in collaboration with the Probation Department, the ORJ
submitted an application to the California Department of Justice (DOJ) to obtain statewide criminal justice
data for individuals under the supervision of the County’s Probation Department. The DOJ data will help
to provide a more complete picture of recidivism and is expected to be available during FY 19/20.
Since its inception, the ORJ has been working closely with contracted AB 109 community-based providers
in order to improve their ability to benefit from access to high quality data related to service provision
and client goals. The ORJ has made investments into the SAFE database used by these providers to
improve the user experience and quality of the data entered. Further, regular trainings for staff and
ongoing feedback on data entry from the REM have both also helped to improve the quality and
consistency of the data entered into the system. In addition, these efforts surrounding data quality are
critical as other efforts seek to integrate SAFE data with criminal justice data in order to account for service
provision and thus improve assessment of criminal justice and community outcomes.
To supplement its data analysis capacity, the ORJ initiated a 12-week, part-time summer student
internship program in FY 18/19. The goal of the program is to support the priority efforts of the ORJ while
simultaneously providing a practical, applied experience to a student in higher education. By all accounts,
the internship was successful, and the ORJ expects to continue this program in FY 19/20.
The Requests for Proposals (“RFP”) procurement process to identify vendors to provide reentry services
to residents returning to local communities is a focus of work for the ORJ. This process in FY 18/19 resulted
in new or continuing contracts with community-based organizations (“CBOs”) for a 3-year term beginning
July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2022.
Other notable accomplishments in FY 18/19 include the conclusion of the Pre-Release Planning Pilot
project which ended in May 2019. Overall, the results from the pilot point to a promising program
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particularly as it relates to engagement in community-based post-release services. Engagement in postrelease services was found to be positively associated with employment. Given that employment is a
critical factor in reentry success, this was a particularly notable finding. Given the positive results of the
pilot program, the County Office of Education has assumed the responsibility for the program which has
been branded “Game Plan for Success (GPS).
The Youth Justice Initiative (“YJI”), a multi-year project funded by the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice
Assistance Grant (“JAG”) was also completed in FY 18/19. This pilot provided integrated prevention and
intervention activities at key points along the spectrum from school to detention and reentry and applied
innovative practices with an aim to shift culture and staff interaction with youth. The pilot was found to
effectively shift school culture, thereby reducing suspensions and truancy rates, and support from a point
person who assisted with reentry needs and problems was found to be invaluable to youths’ successful
transition.
CeaseFire hosted a retreat this fiscal year that served to reinvigorate and further enhance community
partnerships. A guest speaker from the National Institute of Criminal Justice Reform outlined a framework
for the establishment of criteria necessary to classify individuals at high risk. As a result, the program was
situated to develop a list of high-risk individuals for on-going contact.
The Public Defender’s Office expanded its successful Early Representation (EarlyRep) pilot program to all
three regions of the County in FY 18/19 with the Central County Program launched in September 2019
through a partnership with the California Highway Patrol. The program reached about 2,500 participants
through its first two and a half years of operation reducing the rate of failures to appear for court from
57% to 17%. The success of the EarlyRep program launched the development of the “Holistic Intervention
Partnership” (“HIP”), a public-private partnership between the Contra Costa County Office of the Public
Defender, multiple County agencies, and community-based partners. Funded by the JAG, HIP seeks to provide
interdisciplinary case management and navigation services to indigent individuals to ensure timely and
coordinated access to a client-centered array of housing, behavioral health, transportation and legal services at
the critical time of initial law enforcement contact.
The Board of Supervisors’ (BOS) 17-member Racial Justice Task Force (“RJTF”) completed its Final Report
in June 2018 and submitted it to the Board of Supervisors for adoption in July 2018. The Task Force was
commissioned with identifying racial disparities in the local justice system and providing the Board of
Supervisors with a set of recommendations on how these disparities might be addressed and reduced.
Implementation of the adopted recommendations is expected to begin in FY 19/20 through the Board’s
newly created Racial Justice Oversight Body (“RJOB”).
Assembled by ORJ staff, the County’s first Draft Racial Equity Action Plan (REAP) was developed in FY 18/19
by County employees participating in the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) in 2016, 2017
and 2018. The draft REAP is offered as a framework to continue to advance the development and
maintenance of the necessary County infrastructure, policy and resources to ensure racial equity and
immigrant inclusion. After a comprehensive community engagement process planned in FY 19/20, the
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Board of Supervisors is expected to adopt the REAP in 2021. ORJ staff will support the community
engagement process, as needed, and is in the process of identifying resources to translate the draft REAP
into multiple languages for greater language accessibility.
Led and coordinated by ORJ, Fogbreak Justice conducted a training and assessment program designed to
promote the accessibility, fairness and effectiveness of government by teaching the concept and practices
of procedural justice and implicit bias to County and community partners. This training program was well
received by its participants. Therefore, ORJ plans to continue this program in FY 19/20 to provide a
procedural justice and implicit bias workshop and an advanced racial equity training to the RJOB and other
County and community partners.
In FY 18/19, the Behavioral Health Division of Health Services was awarded with Proposition 47 state
funding to initiate a Forensic Assertive Community Treatment (FACT) program in FY 19/20 to provide
pretrial diversion services to individuals with serious and persistent mental illness. FACT will also leverage
funding from AB 1810 and utilize restorative justice principles in the provision of mental health, substance
use, housing, vocational, and trauma treatment services.
The District Attorney’s Office secured a $1 million Board of State and Community Corrections (BSCC) Youth
Reinvestment Grant in FY 18/19 to start a pilot juvenile diversion program in FY 19/20. Recognizing
persistent racial and ethnic disparities in youth contact with the juvenile and criminal justice systems, the
District Attorney will partner with RYSE to create the County’s first pre-charge diversion program and use
restorative justice alternatives to reduce justice related costs, enhance victim satisfaction and reduce
recidivism.
In April 2019, funded by the County’s FY 18/19 Local Innovation Fund, ORJ partnered with Jeweld Legacy
Group (JLG), HealthRIGHT 360 and the Reentry Success Center, to produce a capacity building symposium
for participating community-based reentry service providers throughout the County. In all, 29 individuals
attended the symposium including 16 participants from CBOs and the remaining 13 participants
representing government agencies. Based on the evaluations survey completed, the majority of
participants indicated a high level of satisfaction with the symposium and acknowledged increase in new
skills, knowledge and resources. The JLG is expected to provide two more symposiums or sharing learning
events in FY 19/20 and FY 20/21 with one related to successful reentry for young people up to age 25, and
a second focused on characteristics of effective reentry and diversion programming.
In June 2019, in partnership with Jeweld Legacy Group and George Mason University, Center for
Advancing Correctional Excellence (ACE!), ORJ provided a workshop on Risk, Needs and Responsivity (RNR)
Principles and Practices. This workshop was provided in response to a level of interest in the RNR model
and the County’s investment in integrating these principles into its reentry practices. Two more RNR
model related workshops will be conducted in FY 19/20 to complete the program assessment and the
system assessment phases of the project for the County.
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Introduction

This report provides an overview of AB 109-related activities and services provided in Contra Costa County
during FY 18/19. As context, the report begins with a historical overview and the legislative impact of AB
109 on California counties, followed by a discussion of Contra Costa County’s response to Public Safety
Realignment. An in-depth look at the AB 109-related supervision and services provided by each of the
County’s AB 109-funded departments, as well as the cross-departmental Pre-trial Services program, is
presented.
The County departments, divisions, and programs included in this report, listed in alphabetical order, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behavioral Health Services
Detention Health Services
District Attorney’s Office
Office of the Public Defender
Pre-trial Services
Probation Department
Office of the Sheriff
Workforce Development Board

After summarizing the implementation and impact of AB 109 across County departments, the report
describes services each of the AB 109-contracted community-based organizations provides, highlighting
the referrals they received from Probation and other CBOs, as well as the total number of enrollments
and successful completions of program services over the course of the year. Finally, the report concludes
with an overview of AB 109 population outcomes and a discussion of the County’s reentry priorities for
FY 19/20.

A Note on Data
The Office of Reentry & Justice worked with each County department and nine contracted communitybased organizations to obtain the data necessary for this report. As data were collected across a variety
of organizations with different tracking systems, we caution against making direct comparisons of figures
across the sections of this report. Some County partners were unable to provide data that was previously
available in earlier fiscal years. Data that is not available this year is noted within the report along with a
reason why the data is not available.
Worth noting is that the ORJ continues to work with all participating agencies and community-based
organizations to improve the reporting process and better ensure data validity.
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Realignment & Reentry in Contra Costa
County
Historical Overview of AB 109 & Legislative Impacts

Largely a response to prison overcrowding in California, the Public Safety Realignment Act (Assembly Bill
109 [“AB 109”]) was signed into law in 2011 and took effect on October 1, 2011. AB 109 transferred the
responsibility of supervising individuals convicted of specific lower-level felonies, and detention for parole
violations, from the state’s California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (“CDCR”) to counties,
realigning three major areas of the criminal justice system. Specifically, AB 109:
 Transferred the location of incarceration for those convicted of lower-level felonies (specified
non-violent, non-serious, non-sex offenders) from state prison to local county jails and provided
for an expanded role for post-release supervision for this population;
 Transferred the responsibility for post-release supervision of individuals released from prison
after serving a sentence for a specified non-violent, non-serious, and non-sex offense from the
state to the county by creating a new category of supervision called Post-Release Community
Supervision (“PRCS”);
 Shifted the responsibility for processing certain parole revocations from the state Parole Board to
the Superior Court;
 Shifted the responsibility for housing individuals after a parole revocation described above from
CDCR to county detention facilities.

The County is now responsible for the housing and/or supervision of three new populations, all classified
under AB 109. These populations include:
 Post-Release Community Supervisees: Individuals discharging from prison whose commitment
offense was non-sexual, non-violent and non-serious.
 Parole Violators: Excluding those serving life terms – individuals who violate the terms of their
parole will serve any detention sanction in the local jail rather than state prison. In addition,
effective July 1, 2013 local courts are responsible for parole revocation hearings for parolees who
violate the terms of their parole, rather than the state Parole Board.
 1170(h) Sentenced defendants: Individuals convicted of non-violent or non-serious felonies serve
their sentence under the jurisdiction of the county instead of state prison. Sentences are served
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either in county jail, on a term of “Mandatory Supervision” by the probation department, or on a
split sentence (where part of the term is served in jail and part as Mandatory Supervision).
In addition to transferring certain housing and supervision responsibilities to the County, AB 109 also
enables the County to use AB 109 funding towards the development of alternative interventions through
partnerships with local health and social service agencies and community-based organizations. The
County has leveraged these partnerships to provide supportive services that facilitate the successful
reentry and reintegration of individuals into the community and reduce their likelihood of being involved
in future criminal activity.

Public Safety Realignment in Contra Costa County
After the enactment of AB 109, the Executive Committee of Contra Costa County’s Community Corrections
Partnership (“CCP”) developed an AB 109 Public Safety Realignment Implementation Plan approved by
the County’s Board of Supervisors. During the first two years of PSR, the County examined the impacts of
AB 109 across departments and drew on the resulting data to inform decision-making surrounding how
to best prepare for housing and supervision of the AB 109 population. During this time, the County also
created an AB 109 Operational Plan and worked towards developing a coordinated reentry infrastructure,
emphasizing the use of evidence-based practices (“EBPs”) for serving the AB 109 reentry population.
The overarching approach to AB 109 implementation has largely centered on the development of
formalized partnerships between different law enforcement agencies, as well as partnerships between
law enforcement agencies and health or social service agencies, such as Behavioral Health Services
(“BHS”) and AB 109-contracted community-based organizations. For instance, the Sheriff’s Department
and Probation have increased coordination with each other so that Deputy Probation Officers (“DPOs”)
have greater access to County jails than they did prior to AB 109. In addition, Probation has increased
communication and collaboration with BHS and AB 109-contracted CBOs. This cooperative effort has
resulted in a greater number of referrals to supportive reentry services established to facilitate a person’s
successful reintegration into the community.
In recent years, the following service programs have been developed:
 In FY 13/14, the Pre-trial Services Program was developed as an evidence-based collaborative
between the Office of the Public Defender, Probation, the Sheriff’s Department, and the District
Attorney’s Office to reduce the use of money bail and the number of individuals held in jail prior
to trial.
 During the FY 14/15, the West County Reentry Success Center, a one-stop center where the
reentry population can connect with a diverse array of reentry support providers, was opened.
 In addition, the Network Reentry System was launched in FY 15/16. The Network uses mobile
Coordinators to connect the reentry population, especially those in East and Central County, with
County services and AB 109-contracted service providers.
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 During FY 16/17, the Office of Reentry and Justice was established as a 2.5 year pilot of the
County Administrator’s Office to align and advance the County’s public safety realignment,
reentry, and justice programs and initiatives.
 In FY 16/17, a Pre-release Planning Pilot Program was developed to improve the transition of
individuals from incarceration to services and programs that aid in their successful reentry into
the community once they are released from custody. This is accomplished by screening for and
assessing a person’s needs, developing an individualized transition plan related to the identified
needs, and providing the person with support as they implement their plan.
 Stand Together Contra Costa was launched as a pilot project on January 1, 2018 and is managed
by the Office of the Public Defender in partnership with nonprofit organizations and community
members. The project seeks to ensure that all people in Contra Costa County, regardless of
citizenship or immigration status, are afforded the rights established by the United States
Constitution and are protected from actions or policies that result in disparate, discriminatory, or
unlawful treatment. The backbone of Stand Together Contra Costa is a Rapid Response Hotline,
which is staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week to provide a single point of contact for people
who witness or are targeted by federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) actions
undertaken in the County. The pilot phase of the initiative is scheduled through June 30, 2020.
 Launched in FY 17/18, the County’s Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion Plus (“CoCo LEAD+”)
project is led by the Health Services Department and funded through a Proposition 47 grant to
the County’s Health Services Department. In collaboration with HealthRIGHT 360 and the Antioch
Police Department, the program’s objective is to divert individuals with behavioral health needs
and multiple recent low-level arrests from the justice system into an array of supportive
programs. These programs include cognitive based teaching, restorative programs, employment
and housing assistance.
 The Smart Reentry Pilot was also launched in FY 17/18. This pilot was developed to address the
particular needs of transition aged youth (TAY). Drawing on a Bureau of Justice Assistance (“BJA”)
funded grant, the collaborative pilot seeks to serve 100 moderate to high risk TAY who reside in
East County after a period of incarceration. TAY who are or at high risk of homelessness are a
priority for this project.
 Central-East CeaseFire, hosted a retreat that was open to the public during the FY. Approximately
40 people attended including those from law enforcement, faith leaders, community members
and service provider partners. The retreat served to reinvigorate and further enhance community
partnerships. In addition, a guest speaker from the National Institute of Criminal Justice Reform,
a national organization with vast CeaseFire experience, provided a framework for the
establishment of criteria necessary to classify individuals at high risk. As a result, the program has
developed a list of high-risk individuals for on-going contact. In addition, the retreat provided an
opportunity to recruit new working group members from the community.
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County Department Impacts

Public Safety Realignment required that the County use AB 109 funding towards building partnerships
between County departments to provide coordinated and evidence-based supervision of, and services
for, the AB 109 reentry population. In Contra Costa County, through partnerships with local health and
social service agencies, individuals supervised by the Probation Department as part of PSR are provided
with access to supportive services that help facilitate their reentry and reintegration into the community
when released from custody. Organized in the order a typical case would move through the justice
system, the sections below summarize how AB 109 has impacted County Departments by highlighting the
volume and types of AB 109 related services provided to the residents across the included County
agencies.

District Attorney’s Office
Table 1: Budget Allocation for the DA
DA Program Expenditure
Salaries & Benefits: Victim Witness Program

FY 2018-19
87,881

Salaries & Benefits: Arraignment Program

682,494

Salaries & Benefits: Reentry/DV Program

792,950

Salaries & Benefits: ACER Clerk

72,372

Salaries & Benefits: Gen'l Clerk

60,399

Operating Costs

92,638

Total

1,788,734

The District Attorney’s Office (“DA”) functions to protect the community by prosecuting crimes and
recommending sentences intended to increase public safety. The program expenditures above reflect an
approximate 7 percent increase over the previous fiscal year.
The DA can initiate supervision revocations for probation and parole violations. Figure 1 presents the
number of AB 109 supervision revocations by AB 109 classification and quarter. Over the course of FY
18/19 there were a total of 564 revocations. While there is some variation by quarter, the number of
revocations by AB 109 classification are somewhat consistent over time with the highest number of PRCS
revocations occurring in the 3rd quarter of the fiscal year.
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Figure 1: Types of AB 109 supervision revocations
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As presented below, the majority of revocations (n=286, 40%) were among the PRCS population followed
by parole revocations (n=237, 34%) and 1170(h) revocations (n=181, 26%).
Figure 2: Types of supervision revocations as a percentage of all AB 109 revocations
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34%
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40%

Sentencing data
The number and percentage of AB 109 sentences as a percentage of all felony sentences, the number of
split sentences with new charges filed against, and the number of AB 109 individuals who were convicted
of a new criminal offense during FY 2018/19 are not available this fiscal year. The Court staff are
transitioning to a new case management information system and have indicated they do not have the
capacity to provide the necessary data required for this year’s report.
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Office of the Public Defender
Table 2: Budget Allocation for the PD
PD Program Expenditure

FY 2018-19

Salaries & Benefits: Clean Slate/Client Support

413,160

Salaries & Benefits: ACER Program

907,698

Salaries & Benefits: Reentry Coordinator

340,827

Salaries & Benefits: Failure to Appear (FTA) Program

354,912

Stand Together CoCo

500,000

Total

2,516,597

The main role of the Public Defender (“PD”) within AB 109 implementation is to provide legal
representation, assistance, and services for indigent persons accused of crimes in the County. Before the
adjudication process begins, the County’s AB 109 funds enable the Office of the Public Defender to provide
legal assistant and attorney staffing for the Arraignment Court Early Representation (“ACER”) and legal
assistant staffing for the Pre-trial Services (“PTS”) programs. Both the ACER and PTS programs are
designed to reduce the County’s custodial populations; by ensuring the presence of attorneys at
defendants’ initial court appearances, ACER is intended to increase the likelihood that appropriate
defendants will be released on their own recognizance (“OR”) for the duration of the court process and
allow for the expedited resolution of cases. PTS supports reduced Pre-trial detention by providing judges
with greater information with which to make bail and Pre-trial release decisions, and by providing Pretrial monitoring of individuals who are deemed appropriate for release.
The Office also provides a suite of post-conviction Clean Slate services including a Clean Slate attorney
and advocates who will file petitions requesting various forms of record clearance relief including
expungement, reduction of felonies to misdemeanors, certificates of rehabilitation, motion for early
termination from supervision, and arrest record sealing.
With the addition of two additional staff for the current fiscal year, the County’s AB 109 funds now support
three social workers in the Office of the Public Defender who provide social service assessments, referrals
for clients needing additional supports, and prepare social history reports for court consideration in
sentencing and case negotiations. The program expenditures above reflect an approximate 18 percent
increase over the FY 17/18 budget.
As presented in Figure 3, during FY 2018/19, 97 percent of defendants who were assessed for social
service needs were referred to community-based services (n=142) intended to help address identified
needs.
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Figure 3: Number of individuals served by Public Defender Social Workers
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The ACER collaboration between the Office of the Public Defender and the District Attorney’s Office has
resulted in thousands of defendants receiving representation at arraignment and appears to facilitate
both pre-trial releases and early case resolution. As Figure 4 shows, more than 4,000 defendants were
represented at arraignment though the ACER program. During the year, 1560 defendants were released
on their own recognizance at arraignment.
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Figure 4: Number of clients released on OR and ACER dispositions
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A smaller but still sizeable percentage of criminal cases were also disposed of through ACER.
Throughout the year, 288 cases resolved at arraignment, comprising 7% of all cases handled by an ACER
attorney.
In addition to these services, the Office of the Public Defender dedicated significant effort to Clean State
services. As Figure 5 shows, the Office of the Public Defender filed 4412 Clean Slate petitions throughout
the year. During this time, 3559 Clean Slate petitions were granted. This represents a granted rate of
81% overall. It is important to recognize that each individual may have more than 1 petition. At this
time, the average number of petitions per individual is not collected. However, this is a data point that
is worthy of future attention.
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Figure 5: Clean Slate petitions filed and granted
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Stand Together Contra Costa

A public-private initiative managed by the Office of the Public Defender in partnership with nonprofit
organizations and community members, Stand Together Contra Costa's pilot phase began in January 1,
2018 and runs through June 30, 2020. The mission of Stand Together Contra Costa is to ensure that all
people in Contra Costa County, regardless of citizenship or immigration status, are afforded the rights
established by the United States Constitution and are protected from actions or policies that result in
disparate, discriminatory, or unlawful treatment. The project provides no-cost rapid-response support,
civil deportation defense legal services and clinics, immigrant rights education and training, and directservice support for immigrant individuals and families in Contra Costa County. Catholic Charities of the
East Bay (“CCEB”) serves as the project’s primary community-based partner and as lead of a coalition of
seven nonprofit agencies including: CCEB, Bay Area Community Resources, Centro Legal, International
Institute of the Bay Area, Jewish Family & Community Services, Oakland Community Organizations, and
Monument Impact. The backbone of this initiative is the Rapid Response Hotline, which is staffed 24 hours
a day, seven days a week to provide a single point of contact for people who witness or are targeted by
federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) actions undertaken in our community. Stand
Together Contra Costa is a testament to the power of dedication, partnership, and inclusion, embodied in
the project’s Steering Committee of representative leaders who volunteer their time to support this work.
The Stand Together CoCo program expenditures above reflect an approximate 13 percent decrease over
the FY 17/18 budget.

Pre-trial Services
Table 3: Budget Allocation for PTS
PTS Program Expenditure
FY 2018-19
Salaries & Benefits: Probation

784,296

Salaries & Benefits: Public Defender

295,788

Operating Costs

80,872

Total

1,160,956
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PTS is a collaboration between the Office of the Public Defender, the District Attorney, Probation, and the
Court aimed at reducing the Pre-trial custodial population through the use of evidence-based alternatives
to money bail. The program budget above reflects an approximate 14 percent increase over FY 17/18.
All eligible individuals scheduled for arraignment are screened by paralegals. Qualifying clients are then
assessed for risk utilizing a validated assessment tool. In general, there are five categories of risk: low,
below average, average, above average, and high.
The number of PTS clients assessed for risk and their resulting risk level by quarter are shown in Figure 6
below. Over the course of the year, the number of clients assessed increased from 204 in Q1-Q2 to 251
in Q3-Q4, or 23%. The percentage of PTS clients assessed across risk levels was relatively consistent over
the course of the year, with the exception of the above average and low risk groups. The percentage of
PTS clients assessed as above average risk increased from 36% to 44% while the percentage of PTS clients
assessed as low risk decreased from 6% to 1%. This trend speaks to a population of PTS clients that is at
slightly higher risk at the end of the fiscal year compared to the beginning of the fiscal year.
Figure 6: PTS clients assessed for Pre-trial risk
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Figure 7 below displays the count of individuals under pre-trial monitoring by quarter along with the
count of completions. As shown, and consistent with FY 17/18, the number of clients being monitored
continues to grow over time. In Q4 FY 17/18, there were 264 clients being monitored. By Q4 FY 18/19,
the number of clients under pre-trial monitoring increased 89%, to 499. While the number of clients
monitored by the program throughout the year increased substantially, the rate of completions is
consistent over time. These trends indicate on-going growth in the programmatic caseload.
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Figure 7: PTS clients monitored and completed
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Figure 8 displays the distribution of PTS clients assessed and starting pre-trial by risk level. As shown, the
plurality of clients scored above average or high risk during the year. Here, 685 clients were assessed at
above average or high risk compared to the 388 clients who were assessed at average or below risk.
Figure 8: Count of PTS clients assessed and starting Pre-trial monitoring by Risk Level
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Figure 9 presents the percentage of assessed PTS clients who were released by the Court and went on to
pre-trial monitoring, by risk group. Here, we can see that approximately 60% of individuals assessed as
below average risk and almost 46% of those assessed as low risk went on to pre-trial monitoring. This
rate of pre-trial monitoring for below average and low risk groups is substantially higher than what we
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saw in Q’s 3 and 4 of FY 17/18. In the last 2 quarters of FY 17/18, following the Humphrey decision 1,
approximately 16% and 17% of individuals assessed as below average to low risk, respectively, started
pre-trial monitoring. Over the current FY 2018/19, we have seen an approximate three-fold increase in
Court releases among these risk groups. A similar and substantial trend is also seen over time among
individuals who were assessed at average to high risk.
Figure 9: Percentage of assessed clients starting Pre-trial monitoring, by risk level
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As Figure 10 shows, among all individuals under pre-trial monitoring whose case closed during FY 2018/19,
on average, the majority (53%) successfully closed their cases. Here, a successful case closure indicates
that clients appeared at their court dates and were not charged with any new offense while going through
the court process. The percentage of successful case closures by quarter were 48% in Q1-Q2 and 57% in
Q3-Q4.
Figure 10: Pre-trial monitoring case closures
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Despite overall success of PTS clients, almost half of clients (47%) did not successfully complete the
program during the FY. As Figure 11 shows, this is most commonly due to a client’s failure to appear at
his/her court date. On average, 52% (n=105) of unsuccessful pre-trial case closures were due to a failure

1

In January 2018, at the start of Q3, FY 17/18, the Humphrey decision was released and clarified the requirement
for bail to be affordable and not fashioned to ensure detention. This decision likely accounts for a high proportion
of the growth in individuals who started PTS between Q2 and Q3, FY 17/18. Although the Humphrey decision
clarified the requirement for bail to be affordable and not fashioned to ensure detention, it likely accounted for the
growth in individuals who started PTS in Q3 FY 17/18 (January 2018).
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to appear at court. In addition, on average, 30% of unsuccessful case closures were accounted for by new
arrests and 14% by technical violations. CAF rejections are not considered as unsuccessful completions.
Figure 11: Unsuccessful Pre-trial monitoring case closures, by type
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Office of the Sheriff
Table 4: Budget Allocation for the Office of the Sheriff
Sheriff Program Expenditure
FY 2018-19
7,013,256

Salaries & Benefits
Inmate Food, Clothing, Household Expenses

456,250

Monitoring Costs

55,000

IT Support

40,000

Behavioral Health Operating Costs

80,500

“Jail to Community” Program

243,650

Inmate Program Services

755,000

Total

8,643,656

The primary role in AB 109 implementation of the Office of the Sheriff is to provide safe and secure
housing for all incarcerated individuals, including AB 109 individuals. The Office of the Sheriff operates the
County’s three detention facilities – Marsh Creek Detention Facility (“MCDF”), West County Detention
Facility (“WCDF”), and Martinez Detention Facility (“MDF”), plus the Custody Alternative Facility (“CAF”)
which offers electronic home detention. The budget expenditures above reflect a 5 percent increase over
FY 17/18.
The MCDF is generally considered a minimum security facility and houses incarcerated individuals who
have been convicted of lesser crime classifications and have already been sentenced. The facility houses
an average incarcerated population of 70, with a maximum of 188. Frequently referred to as “the farm”
because of its rural location, the MCDF encompasses approximately 32 acres of a land located at the base
of Mt. Diablo. The WCDF, located in Richmond, is a direct supervision jail designed to operate as a coeducational, program-oriented facility. The facility houses up to 1,096 inmates within the confines of five
separate housing units; four for males and one for females. The MDF is a maximum security facility and
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houses a diverse population of both pre-sentenced and sentenced inmates who do not qualify for less
restrictive environments. Over the course of FY 2018/19, there were 1810 AB 109-related bookings or
commitments into the County’s detention facilities.
All AB 109 bookings take place at the Martinez Detention Facility, and Figure 12 shows the number of AB
109 bookings during each quarter of the year, with a breakdown by AB 109 classification. As this figure
demonstrates, on average over the year, parole holds and commitments make up the vast majority (89%)
of AB 109 bookings. While the number of parole holds and commitments increased from Q1 to Q2 by
over 10%, overall, throughout the fiscal year the average was 310 per quarter. A similar pattern is seen
with PRCS flash incarcerations. Between Q1 and Q2 a 64% increase in flash incarcerations is seen with
the numbers returning to pre-Q2 levels in Q3 and Q4. Here, the average number of flash incarcerations
is 15 per quarter. PC § 1170(h) commitments were relatively stable throughout the year.

# of AB 109 Bookings

Figure 12: AB 109 bookings, by type
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Figure 13 presents the distribution of the average daily jail population across all three detention facilities
for the fiscal year. Here, a small proportion of the average daily jail population is classified as AB 109
(6%) while the vast majority is accounted for by individuals who are not AB 109 (94 %).
Figure 13: Average daily jail population
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Figures 14 through Figure 16 present the average percentage of AB 109 individuals in each of the County’s
detention facilities, as well as the number of AB 109 individuals in custody who are serving new 1170(h)
sentences versus parole holds or commitments.
On average, the MDF has an average daily AB 109 population that is 7% of the total population. Overall,
parole holds and commitments are greater than 1170(h) commitments with an average of 72% parole
holds and commitments compared to 28% for 1170(h) commitments throughout the fiscal year.

Average daily population

Figure 14: Average daily AB 109 population – Martinez Detention Facility
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As presented in Figure 15, the WCDF, on average, houses an average daily AB 109 population that is 8%
of the total population. Similar to the MDF, parole holds and commitments are generally more common
than 1170(h) commitments. Here, 54% of the average daily AB 109 population is accounted for by
parole holds and commitments compared to the 44% accounted for by 1170(h) commitments.
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Figure 15: Average daily AB 109 population – West County Detention Facility
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Figure 16, below, presents a more varied average daily AB 109 population in the MCDF compared to the
MDF or WCDF. Here, the MCDF houses an average daily AB 109 population that is 12.5%, over the
course of the fiscal year. Further, there a few parole holds and commitments at the MCDF with the vast
majority of the population accounted for by 1170(h) commitments.

Average daily population

Figure 16: Average daily AB 109 population – Marsh Creek Detention Facility
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While individuals on parole make up a larger percentage of the AB 109 incarcerated population overall,
because jail commitments for a parole violation are for no longer than six months, individuals serving
sentences under 1170(h) spend much more time in custody than the parole population. This point is
illustrated in Figure 17. Notably, despite the fact that AB 109 allows for much longer sentences in local
custody than was previously possible, AB 109 individuals serve, on average, much less than a year in jail.
As presented below, over the course of the year, 1170(h) individuals served an average of 155 custodial
days or around 5 months in custody while individuals on parole averaged a little over two weeks in custody
waiting to clear a parole hold and about a month and a half in jail for the violation of their parole
conditions.
Figure 17: Average custodial days served by AB 109 clients, by classification
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The Sheriff’s Jail to Community Program operates out of all three detention facilities. Figure 18 below
reflects the number of individuals, on average, who participated in weekly mentoring and support
meetings at each of the detention facilities by quarter. It is worth noting that the number of
participants who attended weekly meetings is limited by the size of the meeting rooms available at each
facility.
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Figure 18: Jail to Community Program
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Probation Department
Table 5: Budget Allocation for Probation
Probation Program Expenditure
FY 2018-19
Salaries & Benefits

2,695,085

Operating Costs

175,862

Total

2,870,947

The Probation Department’s primary role in AB 109 is to enhance public safety by supporting the
successful reentry of AB 109 clients upon their release from custody and return to the community. In
addition to providing the PRCS and Mandatory Supervision populations with community supervision
services, AB 109 Deputy Probation Officers assess clients for criminogenic risk factors and general reentry
needs, then refer interested clients to a range of supportive services. The Probation Department budget
above reflects an increase of approximately 4 percent over the FY 17/18 budget.
A total of 365 individuals were released onto AB 109 Supervision during FY 2018/19. Between these new
supervision clients and continuing supervision clients, 1061 AB 109 clients were supervised by the County
Probation Department during this same time period.
As Figure 19 and 20 show, PRCS cases represent a higher proportion of both new clients and the overall
AB 109 probation supervision population, in contrast to early State projections that estimated a reduction
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in new PRCS cases overtime. As per the Governor’s proposed budget for the FY 18-19, this anticipated
reduction in PRCS cases has not yet occurred due to court ordered measures and Proposition 57. Figure
19 below presents the number of AB 109 clients that were newly released onto AB 109 supervision during
the fiscal year. On average, PRCS supervisees represent 77% of the new supervisees while 1170(h) clients
represent 23% of the total new cases for the department.
Figure 19: Newly processed AB 109 supervisees, by classification
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Figure 20 below graphically presents the percentage of the total AB 109 population by classification.
Here we see that 33% of the total population is under 1170(h) supervision while 67% is under PRCS
supervision.
Figure 20: Total AB 109 individuals under supervision
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Historically, PRCS clients have made up a higher proportion of the average daily number of AB 109 clients
under County supervision. As presented in Figure 21 below, this fiscal year is consistent with the historical
pattern where the average daily number of AB 109 PRCS clients is greater than the average daily number
of 1170(h) clients.
Figure 21: Average AB 109 population under County supervision, by classification
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To determine each AB 109 client’s appropriate level of supervision intensity upon entering County
supervision, a DPO conducts an interview drawing on the evidence based Correctional Assessment and
Intervention System (“CAIS”) risk assessment tool, to determine each client’s risk for recidivism and
associated risk factors. Figure 22 indicates the distribution of recidivism risk for all AB 109 clients given
an initial CAIS risk assessment during FY 2018/19. Here, among the 493 AB 109 clients that received an
initial assessment, 66% were assessed as high risk while 30% and 4% received assessments of moderate
and low risk, respectively.
Figure 22: Initial CAIS risk levels
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The majority of AB 109 Probation clients were assessed to have a variety of overlapping needs that are
associated with a risk for future involvement in criminal activities. As shown in Figure 23, the most
common risk factors among AB 109 Probation clients is criminal orientation (71%) and alcohol and/or drug
abuse (66%) followed by vocational skills (49%), emotional factors (37%), family history (34%), and social
inadequacy and interpersonal manipulation (both at 27%). This pattern of needs is comparable to the
needs assessed in FY 17/18.
Figure 23: AB 109 supervision population initial CAIS-assessed needs
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Detention Health Services
Table 6: Budget Allocation for DHS
DHS Program Expenditure

FY 2018-19

Salaries & Benefits, Fam Nurse, WCD/MCD

195,038

Salaries & Benefits, LVN, WCD

306,499

Salaries & Benefits: RN, MCD

513,764

Salaries & Benefits: MHCS, WCD/MCD

126,394
1,141,696

Total

Detention Health Services Department (“DHS”) provides health care to all incarcerated individuals –
including AB 109 individuals – housed within the County. DHS provides in-custody access to nurses,
doctors, dentists, mental health clinicians, and psychiatrists who provide medical and mental health care
for all AB 109 individuals in custody. Further, basic health screenings to all new individuals in custody,
including AB 109 individuals, are also provided. The DHS program expenditure above reflects a 4%
increase over the FY 17/18 budget.
Figure 24 displays the number of AB 109 individuals who were provided with health screenings at intake
across each quarter of FY 18/19. A total of 1,261 individuals received intake screenings throughout the
fiscal year.

Count of screenings

Figure 24: DHS intake screenings for AB 109 inmates
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In addition to these screenings, DHS provides an array of health-related services to all individuals
incarcerated in the County’s detention facilities, including physical, behavioral, and dental care.
Unfortunately, at this time, disaggregated data that speaks to the proportion of AB 109 inmates with
mental health, physical or dental care conditions is not available.
Figure 25 presents the distribution of sick calls (e.g., in-person appointments) provided for AB 109
individuals in FY 2018/19. Over the course of the year, 5,916 sick calls were provided to AB 109 inmates.
While the majority of calls were calls to nursing (28%), the combination of calls for mental health nursing
(9%), mental health clinician (26%) and psychiatry (11%) speak to the prevalence of mental health needs
among the in-custody AB 109 population. Overall, 45% of calls were made to a mental health provider.
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Figure 25: Types of DHS sick calls for AB 109 inmates
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Health Services
Table 7: Funding Allocation for BHS
BHS Program Expenditure
FY 2018-19
Salaries & Benefits

1,036,027

Operating Costs

61,102

Contracts

1,343,772

Vehicle & Maintenance

23,346

Travel

10,608

Total

2,474,855

Behavioral Health Services
The Behavioral Health Services (BHS) Division of Health Services combines Alcohol and Other Drugs
Services (“AODS”), Forensic Mental Health Services, and Public Benefits into an integrated system of care.
BHS works with clients, families, and community-based organizations to provide services to the AB 109
population. While BHS provided services for the reentry population prior to the start of AB 109, PSR
resulted in an increased focus on and funding for services to this population. The overall health services
program expenditure above reflects a 4% increase over the FY 17/18 budget.
The sections below present the number of AB 109 individuals receiving services from each BHS service
program over the course of the FY 18/19.
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Alcohol and Other Drugs
The AODS program of BHS operates a community-based continuum of substance abuse treatment
services to meet the level of care needs for each AB 109 client referred. During FY 18/19, 337 AB 109
referrals were made for AODS treatment services. As shown in Figure 25, a total of 22 individuals received
outpatient AODS services throughout the fiscal year. Of those, 45% successfully completed the AODS
outpatient treatment.
Figure 26: Outpatient AODS Treatment Services
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AODS also provides residential substance abuse treatment to clients on AB 109 supervision. As shown in
Figure 26, AODS provided residential treatment services to 65 AB 109 clients. Of those receiving
residential treatment services, 55% successfully completed the program.
Figure 27: Residential AODS Treatment Services
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Mental Health Division
Forensic Mental Health collaborates with Probation to support successful community reintegration of
individuals with co-occurring mental health and substance related disorders. Services include assessment,
groups and community case management. As indicated in Figure 28, Probation referred 212 clients to
Forensic Mental Health services of whom 121 or 57% were AB 109 referrals. Of the clients referred to the
Mental Health Division, 110 received mental health screenings and 36 or 33% engaged in mental health
services.

Count of Clients

Figure 28: Clients referred to, screened for, and received Forensic Mental Health services
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Public Benefits
BHS also assists AB 109 clients with applying for public benefits, including Medi-Cal, General Assistance,
CalFresh, and Social Security Disability Income/Supplemental Security Income (“SSDI/SSI”). Medi-Cal
provides medical, dental, and vision insurance to low-income individuals and their families while General
Assistance (GA) provides temporary, short-term, employment focused cash grants to unemployed
persons with no other means of support. GA also provides continued aid for disabled or unemployable
persons while they apply for and secure SSI. The CalFresh program, formerly known as Food Stamps and
federally known as Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”), provides electronic funds for
low-income individuals and families that can be used to buy most foods. Finally, SSDI/SSI are federal
programs that provide cash assistance to persons with disabilities. SSDI is based on an individual’s work
history and earnings record while SSI is based on financial need. Any of these public benefit programs
may assist AB 109 clients returning to the community.
Figure 29 displays the number of AB 109 clients assisted with applications for Medi-Cal in FY 18/19, and
the number of applications approved by the State. Over the course of the year, 248 Medi-Cal intakes
were completed and 189 approvals were received. This amounts to, on average, an approval rate of 76%.
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Number of AB 109 Clients

Figure 29: Medi-Cal intakes and approvals
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Table 8 displays the number of AB 109 client applications and approvals for GA, Cal-Fresh, and SSDI/SSI
public benefits. Little is known as to the number of AB 109 clients who have applied for and enrolled in
General Assistance or Cal-Fresh programs as these programs cannot be initiated by BHS and require that
the individual apply in person. However, over the course of the year, 18 applications for SSDI/SSI were
filed with 14 approvals received. This amounts to an approval rate of 78%.
Table 8: AB 109 GA, Cal-Fresh, and SSDI/SSI intakes and approvals
GA
CalFresh
SSDI/SSI

Intakes
0
0
18

Approvals
0
0
14

Homeless Services
In FY 2018/19, the County’s Homeless Program, provided by the Health, Housing and Homeless Services
Division, served 50 AB 109 individuals. The total number of emergency shelter bed-nights utilized by the
AB 109 population are shown below in Figure 30. Both the Brookside and Concord shelters provide shelter
and case management services to assist residents with ending their homelessness. Further, both facilities
operate 24 hour a day and have the capacity to serve over 160 men and women. Services include meals,
laundry facilities, mail, and telephones. If involved in case management, residents may stay for up to 120
days. Overall, 2023 bed-nights were utilized throughout the county during the fiscal year, with 66% of
bed nights provided by the Concord shelter and 34% at the Brookside shelter.
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Figure 30: Total bed-nights utilized by AB 109 population
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Workforce Development Board
Table 9: Budget Allocation for the WDB
WDB Program Expenditure
FY 2018-19
Salaries & Benefits

212,160

Travel

4,160

Total

216,320

The role of the Workforce Development Board (“WDB”) is to strengthen local workforce development
efforts by bringing together leaders from public, private, and non-profit sectors to align a variety of
resources and organizations to help meet the needs of businesses and job seekers. The budget allocation
above reflects a 4 % increase over the FY 17/18 budget.
To date, the WDB’s primary role in AB 109 implementation has been to broker opportunities for the AB
109 reentry population and to coordinate with AB 109 partners to ensure they are aware of and are able
to effectively access services and resources available for the AB 109 reentry population. To that end, the
WDB has hosted several Fair Chance Hiring Summits throughout the County and identified more than 350
employer partnerships that are appropriate for the AB 109 population; they have also conducted a
number of on-site recruitments and career fairs that the AB 109 reentry clients, as well as other reentry
individuals, have attended. Unfortunately, the WDB does not currently track the number of clients who
have utilized their services.
The WDB was successful in leveraging their AB 109 allocation for a $400,000 AB2060 Supervised
Population grant and served 51 reentrants over a 2-year period with this funding (2016-2018). The WDB
has also received approximately $460,000 over 2 years (2019-2021) in Prison to Employment State funds
and will be leveraging this project to further support their work with the AB 109 community.
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Community Based Service Providers
Shared values/approach (EBPs, TIC approach, etc.)

Contra Costa County’s reentry approach is centered on developing an integrated and supportive service
network comprised of AB 109-contracted community-based organizations, public agencies and the
broader community for the AB 109 reentry population to utilize. The network works together to help
create a pathway for the successful reentry and reintegration of formerly incarcerated individuals back
into the community. AB 109-contracted CBOs play a large role in the reentry infrastructure, providing a
range of services from housing assistance and employment services to mentorship and family
reunification. When working successfully, the County’s reentry services are part of a continuum that
begins at the point an individual enters the justice system and continues through their successful
reintegration.
Drawing on the County’s 2018-2023 Reentry System Strategic Plan, County and community stakeholders
agreed to the following set of guiding principles:
 Culturally Respectful and Responsive: Diverse perspectives that reflect the wide array of cultures,
beliefs, and attitudes within our community should be reflected in the design and implementation
of reentry system approaches.
 Evidence-Based: Better reentry outcomes require a commitment to employing evidence-based
practices and continuous quality improvement, while also leaving room for innovative approaches
that will produce promising results.
 Fairness and Equity: Procedural justice is important and must respect the dignity and experience
of all justice-involved people, as well as demonstrate concern for communities experiencing
criminal justice disparities that have been persistent and historical.
 Holistic: Community reintegration is most easily achieved by continuous, appropriate delivery of
quality services that are tailored to the holistic needs of individuals and families most impacted
by incarceration.
 Inclusive: Effective reentry strategies are best created through an inclusive approach that utilizes
input from justice system professionals at all levels of government and in community and faithbased organizations, those with histories of justice system involvement, and other interested
stakeholders to develop appropriate interventions that encourage community reintegration and
recidivism reduction.
 Justice Reinvestment: Reinvesting in the communities most impacted by the criminal justice
system supports public safety by addressing the root causes of crime and empowering
communities.
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 Partnership: Collaboration, coordination, information and resource sharing, and communication
are essential elements of productive partnerships and critical components of a high-functioning
reentry system.
 Public Safety: Effective implementation of reentry solutions will reduce recidivism, ensure
victims’ rights are protected, and ultimately result in an environment where all members of the
community feel safe and secure.
 Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Healing: To create a safe and healthy community, rehabilitation,
restoration, and healing must inform the decisions, policies, and practices of all stakeholders in a
reentry system that is client-centered, trauma-informed, and culturally sensitive.
While these principles have not been explicitly tied to AB 109, they nonetheless represent the primary
values upon which much of the County’s AB 109 work has been built.

Countywide
Across the county, AB 109 contracted community-based organizations served 1,230 justice involved
individuals during FY 18-19. As presented in Figures 31 and 32, individuals, primarily men, were served
across all regions of the county with the greatest service utilization in West and East County.
Figure 31: Individuals Served by Region across the County
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Figure 32: Distribution of Men and Women Served
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Almost half (46%) of the 1,230 justice involved individuals served were on AB 109 probation or felony
probation. As shown in Figure 33 below, 21 percent of the population (n=258) were on AB 109 probation
with the majority of individuals on felony probation (n=303, 25%). A smaller proportion of individuals
(n=184, 15%) were released in the last 3 years; another 14% (n=169) were on informal court probation; 7
percent (n=82) were awaiting trial and 7 percent (n=87) were on parole. It is unclear how 9 percent of
those served (n=117) were involved with the criminal justice system.
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Figure 33: Criminal Justice Involvement
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The unmet need for housing, presented in Figure 34, continues to be a barrier for community reentrants
with just over 10% of individuals reporting stable housing at service intake. Just over one-quarter of
individuals identified as being outright homeless with an additional 11 percent at risk for homelessness.
It is not clear why almost half of individuals did not report a housing status. However, it is likely that a
large portion of this group is not stably housed.
Figure 34: Housing Status at Service Intake with Community Based Organizations
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Among those served, on average, individuals completed three goals each during the fiscal year. As
expected, employment was the most common goal followed by mentoring and support, housing and
finance. Notably, as shown in Figure 35, the count and percentage of completed housing and health
related goals are low compared to goals in other domains. Here, 73% of employment related goals were
successfully completed compared to 53% of housing related goals and 39% of health-related goals. This
low level of housing related completions points to the on-going housing crisis in the County while both
housing and health related goals are likely related to the amount of time it takes to obtain housing or
reach a stable health related goal. It is worth noting that mentoring and support services are relatively
high as mentoring services are available in custody compared to other service domains which are
primarily provided in the community.
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Figure 35: Count of Goals by Domain, Percentage Successfully Completed
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Overview of AB 109 Community Partnerships
The County established the Reentry Success Center in FY 14/15, presently staffed and managed in
Richmond by Rubicon Programs, to serve as a collective impact backbone agency that provides individuals
with a “one-stop” center and access to a variety of free, integrated, and effective County and communitybased reentry services. During FY 15/16, the Reentry Network was launched, currently staffed and
managed by HealthRIGHT 360, in East and Central County to coordinate support and access to services
through “No Wrong Door” sites that are collectively aimed at helping returning residents reintegrate back
into the community after periods of incarceration. In addition, through the pre-release planning pilot,
developed to improve the transition of individuals from custody to community services, the County’s
Office of Education makes referrals to post-release AB 109 contracted service providers including the
Reentry Network, the Reentry Success Center and the diverse array of providers listed in Table 11 below,
among others. These programs provide a gateway to community-based service provision for individuals
returning to their community.
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Table 10 describes the number of referrals each AB 109-contracted CBO received during FY 2018/19, as
well as the total number of enrollments and successful service completions. AB 109-funded CBOs now
provide services to any reentry clients in need of those services. In addition, given the diverse nature of
the programs, the numbers reported should not be compared across organizations. It is worth noting that
for some providers the total completions are greater than the total number of enrollments for the year.
This is due to the duration of time it can take for some goals to be accomplished. For example, legal goals
can take a good deal of time to complete and here, we see 37 new enrollments and 59 completions.
Table 10: Community-based service referrals, enrollments, and completions
Organization
Bay Area Legal Aid
Center for Human Development
Centerforce
Fast Eddie’s Auto Service
Goodwill Industries
Men and Women of Purpose
Mz. Shirliz
Rubicon
SHELTER Inc.

Total Referrals
AB 109
Other
100
15
79
40
79
77
3
324
356

-38
--160
41
41
-11

Total Enrollments
AB 109
Other
37
5
57
28
64
50

202
138

-12
--121
34
25
---

Total Completions
AB 109
Other
59
2
4
3
32
28
48
39

-9
--60
-10
---

Below are brief descriptions of the services that each of the AB 109-contracted CBO service providers offer
the County’s population.

Bay Area Legal Aid
Budget Allocation for Bay Area Legal Aid

$ 156,000

Bay Area Legal Aid (“BayLegal”) provided legal services for reentry clients and educates them about their
rights and responsibilities. The legal services BayLegal provided include: obtaining or retaining housing,
public benefits, health care, financial and debt assistance, family law, and obtaining driver’s licenses. The
program provided post-release legal check-ups for each client to identify legal barriers that can be
remediated, educates clients about early termination of probation, and assists with fines. Attorneys are
also able to meet individually with clients in both jail and prison prior to their release.
During the FY, BayLegal served 74 individuals. The most common types of matters surround occupational
licensing and housing. Fifty-nine (n=59) client cases were completed during the year. Most individuals
(n=42) obtained the legal advice they were seeking while 9 individuals received negotiated full
representation where 8 of those court judgments were resolved in the individual’s favor. Of the full
representation clients, 3 individuals overcame occupational licensing restrictions while 4 individuals
received protection of their subsidized housing and 2 overcame housing restrictions.
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Center for Human Development
Budget Allocation for the Center for Human Development

$ 93,067

The Center for Human Development (“CHD”) operates the Community and Family Reunification Program
(“CFRP”) for Contra Costa County’s AB 109 Community Programs’ Mentoring Program, providing
reunification services to returning citizens, their families, and friends, in addition to providing community
support throughout Contra Costa County. Services include large and small group pre-release
presentations and workshops at West County Detention Facility and Marsh Creek Detention Facility. CHD
also provides post-release large and small group presentations and workshops to returning citizens at
partner agencies and other locations throughout the County.
During the FY, the CHD enrolled 17 new participants into their family skills program. Eleven individuals
(or 65%) successfully completed the program.

Centerforce
Budget Allocation for Centerforce

$ 62,400

Centerforce provides culturally competent services for adult women transitioning from the County Jail to
the East and Central regions of the County. The Women Empowered for Successful Transition (WEST)
Program is staffed by women with advanced training in drug and alcohol counseling and draws on a teambased approach to provide case management focused on behavioral health, substance use disorders,
family reunification, and empowerment.
During the FY, Centerforce provided services to 57 women, 38 of whom were contacted in custody. Four
individuals successfully completed at least 3 services.

Fast Eddie’s Auto Services
Budget Allocation for Fast Eddie’s Auto Services

$ 67,600

Fast Eddie’s provides workforce development skills and automotive technical training for AB 109
individuals referred to the program. They have contracted with the County to provide employment
support and employment placement opportunities for AB 109 clients.
During the FY, Fast Eddie’s enrolled 28 individuals in their 12-stage automotive technical training. Three
individuals completed all 12 training modules.

Goodwill Industries
Budget Allocation for Goodwill Industries

$ 933,793

The Bridges to Work program of Goodwill Industries of the Greater East Bay (“Goodwill”) facilitates the
County’s Employment Support and Placement Services to provide employment support and placement
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services in Central County. Participants can engage in up to 90 days of transitional, paid employment at
local Goodwill stores or other partner agencies, in addition to receiving job search assistance for
competitive employment opportunities. Goodwill also serves as a service hub for other providers.
During the FY, Goodwill served 185 individuals. Forty-eight percent (88) of individuals served successfully
completed the program.

Men and Women of Purpose
Budget Allocation for Men and Women of Purpose

$ 110,000

Men and Women of Purpose (“MWP”) provides employment and education liaison services for the County
jail facilities, for which the program facilitates employment and education workshops every month at the
County’s jails and works with Mentor/Navigators to assist the workshop participants with the
documentation required to apply for employment, education, and other post-release activities. MWP
also provides pre- and post-release mentoring services for West County using the organization’s evidencebased program Jail to Community model. The program provides one-on-one mentoring, as well as weekly
mentoring groups that focus on employment and recovery.
During the FY, MWP enrolled 84 individuals in their program. They provided post-release service
assessments to 78 individuals and warm hand-offs from the WCDF to the RSC for 48 individuals returning
to their community.

Mz. Shirliz
Budget Allocation for Mz. Shirliz

$ 156,000

Mz. Shirliz Transitional provides sober living environment housing services and housing placement
services to residents returning to the community from custody. A sober living environment means safe,
clean, residential environments that promote individual recovery through positive peer group interactions
among house residents and staff. Sober living housing is alcohol and drug-free and allows residents to
continue to develop their individual recovery plans and to become self-supporting. The residential
environment must co-exist in a respectful, lawful, and non-threatening manner with residential
communities in the County.
During the FY, 25 new residents were housed by Mz. Shirliz and 10 of the 49 active participants successfully
transitioned to independent housing during the year.

Rubicon
Budget Allocation for Rubicon

$ 1,492,940

Rubicon provides employment support and placement services, integrated with other supports, to AB 109
participants in East County and West County. Rubicon’s program includes pre-release engagement, job
readiness workshops, educational and vocational training, transitional employment, individualized career
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coaching, legal services, financial stability services, and domestic violence prevention and anger
management. In order to provide a continuum of services, Rubicon partners with a number of other
organizations through formal subcontracts, including vocational training partners, AB 109 providers, and
other community-based organizations. During the fiscal year, Rubicon served over 300 individuals who
returned to their communities.
Given the breadth of Rubicon’s program, the counts of total referrals, enrollments and completions
presented in Table 11 is not comparable to the other CBO programs. Here, the count of Rubicon referrals
speaks to all individuals referred to Rubicon including those who are seeking not only specific employment
services but also other services such as educational services or vocational training. As the primary
objective of their program is employment, the Total Enrollments count found in Table 11 speaks to the
number of individuals enrolled in their employment specific program, called Foundations Workshop, and
thus excludes other program participants. Further, the Total Completions count refers to the number of
individuals who have completed the program and obtained and retained competitive employment for a
period of 12 months.
As it relates to successful employment outcomes, it is worth noting that during the FY, there was a 98%
completion rate for the Foundations Workshop. Further, of those who completed Foundations, 77%
secured unsubsidized employment. The average hourly wage was $16.56 per hour and average hours per
week was 37. In addition, among those who obtained employment following completion of Foundations,
a 90% retention rate was found after 30 days of employment. Consistent with other reentry populations,
the employment retention rate dropped to 63% after 90 days and to 53% after 6 months.

SHELTER Inc.
Budget Allocation for SHELTER, Inc.

$ 1,016,855

SHELTER, Inc. operates the County’s AB 109 Short and Long-term Housing Access Program. This program
assists incarcerated and formerly incarcerated persons who are referred to them under the AB 109
Community Programs to secure and maintain stabilized residential accommodations. SHELTER, Inc.
provides a two-phased approach to clients seeking housing assistance. The first phase in the process is an
option to move into a transitional housing that is provided through a Sober Living Environment (SLE).
While placed in the SLE, individuals receive intensive case management to assist them as they work
through barriers to housing. The second phase in the process is to work with a Housing Resource Specialist
(HRS) that provides tenant education and housing leads. Participants receive financial assistance to help
them in the process of obtaining permanent housing. They continue to receive case management to
complete the 12 months provided as part of the program.
During the FY, SHELTER, Inc. provided services to over 130 individuals. Fifty individuals were placed in SLE
housing, 66 individuals received short term rental assistance and 39 individuals successfully completed
the program and exited to permanent housing.
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AB 109 Population Outcomes

Over the course of FY 2018/19 there were a total of 1061 AB 109 clients under supervision at some point
in time. Of these AB 109 clients, 182 individuals successfully completed the terms of their Probation during
the fiscal year. The following sections demonstrate the number of AB 109 clients who violated the terms
of their supervision and served flash incarcerations or had their probation revoked, as well as the number
of clients with new criminal charges filed against them or new criminal convictions during the fiscal year.

Supervision Sanctions
Probation officers use graduated sanctions with AB 109 clients. For instance, when clients have dirty drug
tests, they are typically referred to inpatient or outpatient treatment rather than having their supervision
term revoked and returned to custody. This allows them to receive treatment without further justice
involvement. AB 109 Probation Officers may also use flash incarcerations of up to ten days in county jail
for PRCS clients. This serves as an intermediate sanction where individuals must serve a short period of
time in county jail, but do not have further criminal charges filed against them. Figure 35 shows that the
number of flash incarcerations imposed on PRCS clients ranged from 14 to 26 per quarter.
Figure 36: PRCS flash incarcerations
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Revocations of supervision were more common among PRCS clients compared to 1170(h) clients. As
shown in Figures 36 and 37, 36% (n = 257) of PRCS clients had their probation revoked over the course of
FY 2018/19 while 19% (n = 65) of the 1170(h) population experienced a revocation.
Figure 37: Percentage and number of 1170(h) clients revoked
Revocation
65
19%

No Revocation
286
81%
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Figure 38: Percentage and number of PRCS clients revoked
Revocation
257
36%
No Revocation
453
64%

New Charges and Convictions
The number of AB 109 individuals with new charges filed against them during FY 2018/19, as well as the
number of AB 109 individuals who were convicted of a new criminal offense during FY 2018/19 are not
available this fiscal year. The Court staff are transitioning to a new case management information system
and do not have the capacity to provide the necessary data this year.
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Looking Ahead to Fiscal Year 2019/20

Contra Costa County has responded to Public Safety Realignment in a manner that has allowed the County
to provide supervision and services to the AB 109 population, while building a collaborative reentry
infrastructure to support the reentry population’s successful reintegration into the community. The
County has followed best practice models in establishing access to services through the West County
Reentry Success Center’s “one-stop” model and the Central & East Network Reentry System’s “no wrong
door” approach. The launch of the Office of Reentry and Justice (“ORJ”) in January 2017 is evidence that
the County sees its Public Safety Realignment, reentry, and justice work as a high priority.
As we look ahead to fiscal year 2019/20, data collection and integration will continue to be a priority. The
ORJ will continue to seek collaborations with County Departments and other agencies that hold data
relevant to evaluation outcomes while also ensuring the privacy of confidential information. Data such as
a history of behavioral health conditions and shelter usage will be areas of focus for integration during
the FY 19/20. Integrated data will allow for the assessment of differential trajectories of criminal justice
involvement based on housing instability or the presence of a behavioral health condition. Other agencies
that hold data relevant to areas of interest include the California Department of Education and the CDCR.
Other data related activities will be focused on on-going enhancements to the SAFE database for the use
by CBO staff. These activities include regular monitoring of data consistency and integrity, training of new
staff, and enhancements to the database that will allow additional programmatic data to be collected, as
needed. It is anticipated that all SAFE users will be well trained on the basics of service referrals and goal
completions by the end of FY 19/20.
While the County’s reentry approach is centered on an integrated and supportive service network
comprised of AB 109-contracted community-based organizations, public agencies and the broader
community for the AB 109 reentry population to utilize, this model has shown to be somewhat limited in
recent years as there is no reentry programming within the County during evening hours. Evening hours
would allow for employed individuals to participate in supportive programming in addition to serving as
a bridge for individuals seeking to access homeless services Warming Centers for the night. Further, given
that some individuals are released from custody after 5 PM, an evening program may serve to improve
engagement with individuals who are released after hours. Recognizing these needs, the Reentry Success
Center has begun the implementation of extended hours in the coming fiscal year.
During FY 19/20, the Office of Education plans to expand the pre-release pilot project to all three
detention facilities, under a rebranded program called Game Plan for Success (GPS). While the findings
from the pilot are limited, they are consistent with research showing that pre-release planning is an
important evidence-based practice that helps reduce recidivism. Given the promising outcomes
demonstrated by the pilot, the Office of Education seeks to move the reentry and reintegration system in
a positive direction and intends to launch the GPS in the first quarter of FY 19/20.
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Given that the initial experience with a part-time summer intern was highly successful, the ORJ will
continue to recruit and draw on interns, as the budget allows, in order to support its priority efforts as
well as to provide interns with a hands-on experience that will contribute to their future development
and career.
In collaboration with the California State Association of Counties (CSAC’s) Support Hub, County partners
including the Probation Department and the Sheriff’s Office and led by the ORJ and the County
Administrator’s Office (CAO) will be developing a strategic framework for data-driven and evidence-based
practice. Key components of this framework include cost/benefit analyses, modified contracting policies,
an integrated data infrastructure, and process and outcome evaluations.
And, finally, in an effort to develop additional resources for the reentry system, the ORJ will continue to
support the County’s efforts to compete for various state and federal grants, as well as continued
advancement of the County’s efforts in “Stepping Up,” a national initiative to reduce the number of people
with mental illnesses in jail.
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County of Contra Costa
OFFICE OF REENTRY & JUSTICE (ORJ)
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

February 18, 2020

TO:

QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMITTEE of the COMMUNITY
CORRECTIONS PARTNERSHIP

FROM:

Denise Zabkiewicz, Research and Evaluation Manager, ORJ

SUBJECT:

FY 19/20 AB 109 Adult Reentry Services Semi-annual Reporting Examples
from County and Community-based Partners
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
ACCEPT the FY 19/20 semi-annual reporting examples from County and community-based
partners (Attachment C).
BACKGROUND
Since FY 2015-16, quarterly data reports have been provided to the ORJ by AB 109-funded
County and community-based partners. The report templates were originally developed by
Resource Development Associates (RDA) for the County in 2015. These reports present an
overview of AB 109-funded service and programmatic volume and outcomes provided to
individuals in the County who are returning to the community from custody and include the
following kinds of information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance and Demographic Data Measures
Budget Expenditures
Programmatic or Operational Changes
Concerns/Changes with Organizational Context or Partners
Programmatic Outcomes, Lessons Learned
Next Steps

These reports have formed the backbone of the data for the AB 109 Annual Reports. Effective
fiscal year 19/20, the quarterly reports transitioned to semi-annual reports.
DISCUSSION:
The attached example reports speak to data that is collected by County and community-based
partners and transmitted to the ORJ. The QAC is invited to review and comment on the reports.

Attachments
Attachment C – AB 109 Adult Reentry Services Semi-Annual Reports
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District Attorney's Office
# AB 109 individuals
# of AB 109 individuals with new felony charges
# of AB 109 individuals with new felony convictions
# of all other non AB 109 felony convictions
Types of sentences, AB 109:
# of individuals sentenced to split sentence
# of individuals sentenced to supervision only
# sentenced to jail only
# of all other non AB109 felony sentences

Q1 and Q2: July 1 ‐ Dec 31, 2019
not available obtain from COURT

not available obtain from COURT

Supervision Revocations, AB 109:
# of supervision revocations, overall total
# of supervision revocations, PRCS
# of supervision revocations, Parole
# of supervision revocations, 1170s

287
116
129
42

ACER
# of felony arraignments
# of pre‐release reports

1717
528

Victim‐Witness Advocates
# new cases
# of active cases
# of closed cases
# assisted with victim impact statements
# restitution claims
# case updates
# individual services completed

348
2,303
150
1,719
2,361
1154
10,534

Domestic Violence
# of new cases
# of active cases
# of closed cases
# cases with life exposure

17
31
9
5
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COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA
Summary Report Template

Text in italics is explanatory and should be deleted in completed documents.

Project/Program Name

AB 109 Public Safety Realignment

Agency Name

Office of the District Attorney

Report compiled by

Office of the District Attorney

Reporting period

July 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019

Section One: Performance and Demographic Data Measures

Section Two: Budget Expenditures
See attached PDF.

Start yr/mo. of current contract

Duration of current
contract (in years)

Contract yr/quarter that you are
reporting against
Budget
Headings

Total budget
allocation under
current contract

Expenditures
this reporting
period

Total
expenditures to
date

Further information,
justification or
comments.

Staff
Travel &
Subsistence
Equipment
Dissemination
activities
Evaluation
activities
Program
operations (nonpersonnel)
Incentives or
other direct
individual client
support
Other (please
specify)

Section Three: Programmatic or Operational Changes

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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Domestic Violence Unit: The Domestic Violence Unit continues to evolve in regards to
strangulation. During prior reporting periods, the focus was on training our community
partners. DV prosecutors also received more training on the medical implications. As a
result of this training and medical advances, strangulation filings are increasing and more
attempted murders are being pursued. A great bodily injury enhancement is being added
to cases when the victim suffers a loss of consciousness. This exposed a need for judicial
training because some judges failed to understand the gravity of strangulation. A DV expert
bank is being developed to supplement evidence presented at preliminary hearings and
trial. We are working with the judiciary on judicial strangulation training. The Presiding
Judge has been connected with the Alliance for Hope’s world-famous Strangulation Institute
to facilitate that. Law enforcement agencies are being systemically contacted and we are
seeking 100% compliance with the Strangulation Institute’s video training for police
officers.
The Family Justice Center holds monthly multi-disciplinary team meetings where
challenging cases are round tabled with all of the partners. The D.A. is an integral part of
these discussions.

Victim Assistance Program: The Victim Assistance Program filled the vacant Realignment
advocate position in the Richmond office at the end of June 2019 and the advocate positions
are fully staffed.

Section Four: Concerns/Changes with Organizational Context or Partners

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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Domestic Violence Unit: In June of 2019, Jill Henderson replaced Colleen Gleason as the
head of the Domestic Violence Unit. Also, Kristen Busby replaced Angela Dib as the Family
Justice Center co-located deputy. Katie Moran is the new AB109 prosecutor.
Following up on the changes reported in prior periods, the Chief’s Protocol was not
disseminated to the rank and file. We have found that when cases are brought in for filing,
the detectives are unaware of the protocols and many of the reports do not follow the
protocol. To remedy this, we attended the Command Staff meeting and asked every agency
to disseminate the protocol to the officers. When detectives bring cases in for filing, they
are provided a copy.
The challenges with DV Court remain. To help with caseloads, the probation department
raised the qualifying ODARA (high risk assessment tool) score to a 7 to cut down on the
number of qualifying probationers. Despite this cut, probation is unable to tailor terms to
fit individual needs. Appearing at this court every three weeks presents an unnecessary
hardship on probationers who are in compliance. The program was re-vamped two years
ago but still has no measure of success and will be re-evaluated in 2020.
Victims and partners reported difficulty in obtaining a police presence at civil standbys.
Connections were made within particular agencies to remedy this issue.

Section Five: Programmatic Outcomes, Lessons Learned

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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Domestic Violence Unit: Katie Moran is the designated AB 109 prosecutor specializing in
complex domestic violence cases. She received training last year in various areas: 1. Gun
Violence Reduction. Ms. Moran learned how agencies can confiscate and destroy weapons
in DV cases even in the absence of filed charges. She now trains law enforcement on this
procedure. 2. Ms. Moran learned how to list a child present as a victim pursuant to Penal
Code section 136 which qualifies them as a protected party even if the child was unharmed
physically or mentally. This helps reduce an offender from accessing a victim through a
child in common. 3. Ms. Moran has researched bail issues and conducted in house training
on the proper method for conducting an effective bail hearing wherein the judge is required
to considered certain factors.
Victim Assistance Program: The Victim Assistance Program continues to serve victims of
Realignment crimes throughout the county. The three advocates work closely with a
clerical member of the unit to send an outreach packet to every victim with information
regarding restitution, victim impact statements and victims’ rights under Marsy’s Law. The
advocates provide a number of services including supporting victims through the criminal
justice process, connecting people to resources in the community, and assisting with the
application process for the California Victim Compensation Board. The advocates
participate in outreach events and training opportunities and work collaboratively with law
enforcement and community partners.

Section Six: Next Steps

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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Domestic Violence Unit: 1. Strangulation: During the last reporting period, we updated
the DV form to comply with the new law (PC 13700). Law enforcement agencies are
consistently complying with the new law. The new goal is to establish a forensic team to
assess strangulation victims. Officers lack medical training and are limited in the extent of
the physical examination they can perform. Many traumatized victims refuse to be
transported to the hospital. A nurse stationed at the Family Justice Center could conduct a
forensic examination in a manner that is both sensitive to the victim and gathers evidence.
Most victims of strangulation have no external signs of trauma. Even in lethal cases, it is not
uncommon for there to be a lack of any visible bruising. The objective signs are all internal.
We are presently exploring protocols and funding. 2. DV Court: Its efficacy is being
scrutinized. In order to be an effective prevention tool, the offender’s unique needs must be
met. It serves no purpose to require a Batterer’s Intervention Program that a probationer
has no realistic ability to complete (eg lack of transportation, work requirements, family
obligations). 3. LAP: The Lethality Assessment Project failed in its attempt to gather
statistics due to privacy roadblocks. However, an additional two law enforcement agencies
are in the process of being LAP partners by receiving training and certification in LAP
protocols. LAP cannot grow too quickly because the resources are not all in place to
support every agency at this time (eg shelter beds) but it continues to grow. 4. BIP: The
Batterer’s Intervention Programs need improving in the quality of their education and
reporting.

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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CCC Public Defender's Office
Social Work
# referrals
# assessments
# men assessed
# women assessed
referral to outside agencies

Year 2019‐20
Q1 and Q2
52
41
30
11
31

ACER
# receiving representation at 1st appearance
# released from custody at 1st appearance
# case resolutions at 1st appearance
% ACER releases
# of ACER dispositions
# of defendents represented at arraignment
% of cases disposed through ACER

1700
675
112
39.7

Clean Slate
# expungement petitions filed
# expungement petitions granted
# requests for certificate of rehabilitation filed
# requests for certificate of rehabilitation granted
# requests for arrest sealing filed
# request for arrest sealing granted
# Prop 47 petitions filed
# prop 47 petitions granted
Total # of CS petitions filed
Total # of CS petitions granted
Total # of CS petitions denied

370
564
7
9
47
121
1070
847
1493
1541
7

Early Representation
# of EarlyRep participants appearing at arraignment court date with EarlyRep attorney
# of EarlyRep participants failing to appear at arraignment court date
# of new cases opened
# of cases closed
# of on‐going active cases

441
145
2326
1599
2677
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Rubicon ‐ Employment
Referrals
Tier #1
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
Referrals
DVR
Other (Centerforce, PACT, WCDF, SAFE, outreach)
Tier #2
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
BARM
ReEntry Center
DVR
Other (WCDF, Resource Fair, Parole, CenterForce)
Tier #3
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
Federal Probation
PACT
BARM
DVR
Other (WCDF, Parole, Resource Fair)
Tier #4
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
Other (WCDF, Court/Pre‐Trial, HealthRight 360)
Tier #5
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
Diablo Valley Ranch
WC
BARM
ReEntry Center
Other (DA, Court, WCDF)

Q1 and Q2: July 1 ‐ Dec. 31, 2019
East
West
Central
Total
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1
0
4
0
0
0
0

44
0
2
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

45
0
6
0
0
0
2

5
1
11
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

5
1
18
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
9
0
0
0
0
2
2

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
2

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2

1
0
16
0
0
0
0
2
6

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
1

1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
16
0
0
0
0
0
4

Attachment C
Tier #6
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
Other (DVR, outreach)
Tier #7
Probation
SLE
Walk‐in
Network
PACT
Parole
Other (DVR, WCDF, outreach, Resource Fair, parole)
Unknown
TOTAL
Demographic Characteristics of New Enrollees
Age
# aged ≤ 25
# aged 26‐35
# aged 36‐45
# aged 46‐55
# aged > 55
Unknown

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
22

0
0
2
0
22

0
0
3
0
5
0
0

0
0
3
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
12
4
0

0
0
6
0
17
4
1

60

76

45

181

9
14
6
8
1

9
11
7
4
1

2
3
5
4
0

20
28
18
16
2

38

32

14

84

Race & Ethnicity
Asian
Black
Native American
White
Mixed
Other (refused, doen't know, Pac Islander, etc)
Latino (sub set of above numbers)

0
21
1
10
0
6
7

0
24
0
5
0
3
9

1
8
0
5
0
0
1

1
53
1
20
0
9
17

Gender
Female
Male
Transgender

9
28
1

6
26
0

0
14
0

15
68
1
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# referred to ELEVATE
# completing 2‐week Foundations Workshop (job readiness servic
# enrolled in ELEVATE (= complete Foundations)

60
38
38

76
32
32

45
14
14

181
84
84

# of participants carried in from previous term
# total participants served
# received a service plan (=total served)

125
163
163

140
172
172

0
14
14

265
349
349

# co‐enrolled in FACT (Fathers Advancing Community Together)

96

66

0

162

# co‐enrolled in Project's Family Reunification Program
# co‐enrolled in WIOA Services

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

# participants receiving Impact Coaching (= total served)
# participants engaged in financial stability services/Financial
Boot Camp
# participants engaged in legal services

163

172

14

349

151
95

153
109

7
starts Jan 2020

311
204

135

142

9

286

37/44

35/39

2/2

74/85

2
5/11
0

23
41/70
12

# participants engaged in active job search/job placement
assistance (JPS)
Among those who received JPS:
# who obtained competitive unsubsidized employement

# participants engaged in career advancement services (must have completed Foundations)
# participating in Transitional Employment
8
13
# participating in vocational training activities
17/31
19/28
# participating in educational training activities
8
4
# participants in Back to Family Workshop
# participants in domestic violence/anger course
Outcomes
# participants completing in Transitional Employment
* # participants completing vocational training activities*
# completing educational activities
* ‐ # participants/ # certificates achieved
*# participants securing competitive employment+*
Average hourly wage
Average hours per week
* ‐ # unduplicated participants/ # jobs obtained
Competitive employement outcomes:
# participants who retained employment: 30 days
# eligible for 30 days employment
% who retained employment for 30 days
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16

8

n/a

24

5
14/25
0

4
15/23
0

0
4/8
0

9
33/56
0

37/45
16.38
37.04

35/38
18.68
39.45

2/2
18
40

74/85
17.69
38.83

33
43
77%

33
44
75%

1
1
100%

67
88
84%

Attachment C

# participants who retained employment: 60 days
# eligible for 60 days employment
% who retained employment for 60 days

21
39
59%

27
43
63%

1
1
100%

49
83
74%

# participants who retained employment: 90 days
# eligible for 90 days employment
% who retained employment for 90 days

17
35
49%

28
47
60%

1
1
100%

46
83
70%

# participants who retained employment: 6 months
# eligible for 6 months employment
% who retained employment for 6 months

9
35
26%

22
52
42%

n/a
n/a
n/a

31
87
34%

# participants who retained employment: 12 months
# eligible for 12 months employment
% who retained employment for 12 months

7
51
18%

16
56
29%

n/a
n/a
n/a

23
107
24%

Financial Outcomes
Obtain Health Insurance
Obtain CalFresh/SNAP
Access banking
Set up checking account
Set up savings account
Obtain a credit card
Use direct deposit
Save $400
Save $1000
Save 1 mos expenses
Obtain credit score of 640+
Obtain credit score of 740+
Purchase a Car

East
20
3
24
20
10
3
0
22
15
4
4
1
0

West
4
3
20
0
0
0
0
20
0
2
2
1
1

Central
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1

Total
24
6
47
20
10
3
0
44
16
6
6
2
2

Legal Outcomes
Obtain and review RAP Sheet
Obtain 1203.4
Obtain 17b
Obtain modification of Child Support Order
Obtain Driver License remedy
Remove restrictions to occupational license
Appeal denial of employment
Obtain Prop 47 relief
Obtain Prop 64 relief
*Attorney starts in Concord January 2020

East
12
0
0
7
0
0
0
1
0

West
17
4
1
0
3
1
2
0
0

Central*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
29
4
1
7
3
1
2
1
0
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Particpants receiving certifications
# of certifications obtained
OSHA certifications
Forklift certification
HAZMAT certificate
Green Energy Training certificate
Other (A+, AB109 Mentor, Bartending,
Obtained GED

East
14
25
6
9
7
0
3
0

West
16
23
5
7
9
0
2
1

Central
4
8
2
2
3
0
1
0

Total
34
56
13
18
19
0
6
1

Program Discharges
# exited due to failure to comply
# exited due to court/criminal involvement
# exited due to lack of engagement
# exited due to absconding
# exited due to relocation/case transfer
# other :
# other exit reason (besides "successful"): personal, health

East
1
2
12
0
1
0
1

West
0
1
4
0
2
4
1

Central
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
1
3
16
0
3
4
2

omit successful exits and continuing participants
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COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA
Summary Report Template

Project/Program Name

AB 109 ELEVATE

Agency Name

Rubicon Programs Inc.

Report compiled by

Rhody McCoy, Lila Blanchard, Michelle Stewart, Reggie Boyer,
Hallie Friedman and Fiscal Department

Reporting period

July 1, 2019- December 31, 2019

Section One: Performance and Demographic Data Measures
See attached Data Spreadsheet:

YTD enrollments outcomes did not reach the 50% point during this report period. However, this was
anticipated due to the smaller number of cohorts during the holiday season and the late start in Central
County. We are comfortable in our ability to meet and possibly exceed our enrollment outcomes over
the next six months.
Section Two: Budget Expenditures
Start yr/mo. of current contract
Contract yr/quarter that you are
reporting against
Total
budget
allocation
Budget Headings
under
current
contract

2019/July

Duration of current
contract (in years)
July 1, 2019-December 31, 2019

3 years

Expenditures
this
reporting
period

Total
expenditures to
date

Further information,
justification
or
comments.
Personnel/Fringe

Staff

$1,548,915

$49,47

$400,518

Travel & Subsistence

$22,000

-176

$4,590

Equipment

0

0

0

Dissemination
activities

0

0

0

Evaluation activities

0

0

0

Program operations
(non-personnel)

$131,200

$5,830

$38,410

Communications/Offic
e Expense

Incentives or other
direct
individual
client support

$109,800

$4,877

$37,820

Participant Support

Subcontractors

$173,999

$11,259

$43,093

Other
specify)

$297,086

$10,690

$78,665

$2,283,000

$81,956

$603,096

Total

(please

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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Section Three: Programmatic or Operational Changes
CENTRAL:

Our initial challenge during this period was securing the appropriate location for our targeted
population, which proved to be somewhat more difficult and time-consuming than anticipated. Finding
a space that was in close proximity to public transportation was a priority. The potential landlord also
had some concerns about the clientele that we would be serving. After visiting our Antioch site and
learning more about the services that we provide, they agreed to the lease. However, there were
several months of negotiations concerning terms and the extensive buildout.
While we awaited new site availability, we did utilize borrowed space in the Port Chicago AJCC to deliver
Central services. We also prioritized staff development and on boarding during the wait period. Staff
attended two days of Privacy and Confidentiality training and ECM (Rubicon’s database) training with
our Quality Assurance Manager to ensure that all data input is correct. This was the first step in a series
of trainings designed as part of Rubicon’s on-boarding process for all new staff. Team members also
shadowed senior staff during the workshops and Intake process in both Richmond and Antioch well
office. They also participated in the weekly team meetings.
Our Staff attended numerous trainings: Motivational Interviewing, Trauma Informed Care, SAFE (County
database) and Group Facilitation. They also attended meetings with Health Right 360, Fatima Matal Sol
of County AOD, Rosa Elaine Garcia and Shelter Inc. and LeRoy Hainey with WIOA. They also participated
in the Rubicon Courage Conversation series training, “Acceptance w/o Exception”.
We have received referrals from probation, MWP and the Re-entry Transition Specialist Gina Bills
through SAFE, Over 90% of the referrals through SAFE are for East or West County. Of the referrals
received, many often do not have immediate release dates and or proper contact information,
complicating the outreach and engagement process. All staff was required to submit jail clearance
applications for which they have all been approved, allowing the team to begin the engagement process
with AB109 participants prior their release dates.
Outreach is a part of the team’s regular routine, two teams will do outreach, at the shelters, and DVR,
for a total of six hours per week. We also hold by-weekly presentations at Ujima and Discovery House
for participants that are nearing their exit dates. The PACT meeting has also proved to be a great
resource for referrals. A large percentage of the cohort is participants that attended the PACT meetings.
Attending PACT also allows staff to connect with the probation officers providing greater insight into the
participants needs.

EAST:

During the previous reporting period, Antioch piloted a successful third week of programming following
the 2-week Foundations workshops. This was an enhanced work readiness workshop series. During this
reporting period, the Foundations Workshops series was extended to incorporate a third week that
encompassed elements of Antioch’s piloted third week, as well as workshops focusing on the
Connections segment of Rubicon’s four-pillar approach to services.

ORJ Revisions, November 2018
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In an effort to streamline the referral process, Antioch acquired its own license for the SAFE Referral
database. Throughout the reporting period, staff faced challenges in being able to utilize this resource.
Initially, getting the correct permissions so that staff could enter and view information within the
database was problematic. Data that was entered seemed to disappear and in general, it was difficult
navigating the database. We worked with Denise Zabkiewicz and Bob Kliger from the ORJ, as well as Rick
Wood, Rubicon’s Director of Organizational Impact, to rectify the various issues we were experiencing
and now are able to utilize the SAFE database more efficiently and effectively.
Wanting to be sure we were attracting as many people as possible who were aligned with Rubicon’s
Comprehensive Program and to reduce attrition, staff undertook two challenges in an effort to attract a
broader pool of candidates. First, staff identified additional agencies from which to recruit. Second, staff
actively sought out and participated in community events where 1) attendees were from the re-entry
community, and/or 2) providers were serving the re-entry community. In addition to the usual
treatment programs and PACT meetings, staff attended community events such as Restoring Hope and
Community (September 2019) and Pittsburgh Adult Education Center’s Career Expo (October 2019).
They also conducted presentations on Rubicon’s offerings to agencies such as Shepherd’s Gate. These
efforts garnered participants like SS, who is discussed in detail in Section Five.
In addition to finding new venues for recruiting participants, staff has also been looking for ways to
better serve participants by enhancing their skills and knowledge. One of Rubicon’s Impact Coaches
participated as a panellist in Larry Robbin’s workshop, “A Better Way to Reduce Recidivism than Jobs! –
Help People n Re-entry Start and Succeed in Career Pathways!” in November.
Additionally, staff engaged in a number of different trainings, including:










SAFE Training (2 separate sessions)
Community Health Navigator Training
Expanding Housing Options for Formerly Incarcerated
Understanding Criminogenic Needs and Recidivism Risk
The (Not So) Secret For the Future of Work: Employability Skills
CalFresh ABAWD (Able-bodied Adults Without Disabilities) Meeting
Collaboration for Change
211 Database Resource Training
Human Trafficking 101

During this period, there were notable staff transitions and promotions on the Antioch team. While
promotions are positive events, the impact on continuity of services and partnerships can be
challenging. Alicia Hastings was promoted from Employment Coach to Office Manager, Shawntee
Brown was promoted from Impact Coach to Lead Impact Coach/Workshop Coordinator, Yolanda Bolden
was promoted from Wellness Coach to Impact Coach and Mechan Earls was promoted from
Employment Coach to Impact Coach. Akeele Carter and Ray Acosta were hired to fill the Employment
Coach openings, Ursula Tayler was hired to fill the vacant Impact Coach position and Talia Anderson was
hired to fill the Career Advisor position. With the exception of the Wellness Coach, all open positions
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were filled and active by the end of the reporting period. At the time of this report, the Wellness Coach
position has been offered and accepted and scheduled to start in February.

WEST:

A small but significant number of participants come to us employed, with the expectation that we will
support them as they strive for a better job and career opportunities. It is challenging for them to attend
our Foundations Workshop series and to engage fully in all our service opportunities. Post-employment
engagement is somewhat challenging as well. Communication frequency drops after employment is
obtained for some participants. In some cases, we have had to make numerous calls in order to contact
and obtain requested documentation and proof of employment or retention. We are using a new
update sheet to assist in capturing regular updates when folks come in person to our offices. And we are
strengthening messaging throughout involvement with our program that we will be requesting
employment documentation throughout the program.
We hired an Outreach Coordinator in December, leveraging other grant funds, to focus on outreach to
formerly incarcerated individuals. This individual will also be incorporating staff members in their
outreach and assisting to increase and reengage staff in weekly outreach. Outreach is continually
conducted at Probation and we swiftly respond to emailed referrals from probation within 24-48 hours.
Staff also does follow up on referrals in the SAFE database. Ujima House, Bay Area Rescue Mission,
Brookside Shelter and Social Services buildings are continual sources of recruitment for our programs.
Staff also conducts outreach to one-time events such as the Iron Triangle Picnic and Soulful Softball
which were attended during the report period. Impact Coaches’ goal is to recruit 3 individuals to each
new cohort through weekly outreach activities, working with outreach coordinator, and walk-ins. Since
December, our Impact Coach team is fully staffed at 6. Additional outreach locations include PACT
meetings for individuals on parole, CalWORKs, local Housing Authorities, barber and beauty shops, and
more.
Section Four: Concerns/Changes with Organizational Context or Partners
CENTRAL:

Identifying, negotiating, and opening our new Concord Site in its location was a significant addition to
our programing landscape in Contra Costa County. We are excited about co-locating our WIOA and
ELEVATE programs in same building to leverage and increase
co-enrollments, between services. The process was considerably more complex and challenging than
anticipated. The concerns regarding the delayed opening we feel are fully resolved.
EAST:

We deeply value our ability to create and maintain safe environments for our participants and staff. We
experienced an incident involving Parole that undermined this value. Participant RZ, who was actively
engaged in the cohort at the time, was on an ankle monitor. During the course of a weekend, RZ cut his
monitor, prompting his Parole Agent to seek him out at the Rubicon office. Upon his arrival, the Parole
Agent was escorted into RZ’s Impact Coach’s office. While the Impact Coach sought the counsel of the
Site Manager, RZ emerged from workshop, making his presence known to the Parole Agent, who felt
that given the situation and for the safety of all concerned, it was necessary to take RZ into custody on
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the spot. This action was the impetus for Rubicon to reach out to our partners at Probation to talk
about the messaging of our extended 3-week Foundations Workshops, as well as how we could work
together to ensure a safe environment for our participants while sustaining our relationships with
Probation Officers in supporting participants who are working to change their lives. A meeting of the
three Rubicon Site Managers, the Director of Community Based Programs and Probation Officers from
all three regions of the County was held. Both partners were able to express appreciation for the hard
work being done, concern for the challenges (e.g., how do we respond to inquiries from Probation
without betraying the confidence of participants) and the desire to work better together moving
forward.
Also, recognizing that we have a significant number of new staff, we have intentionally been reaching
out to our existing partners to reintroduce Rubicon staff to the programs and services partners offer
participants. For example, in November Camille Miller and Zoely Skrdlant from Department of
Children’s Supportive Services (DCSS) did a presentation during the Antioch Team Meeting. Plans are in
place to meet with Shelby Ferguson, Contra Costa Health; Maria Morales, Beat the Streets; Angelene
Musawwir, Office of the Public Defender, Contra Costa County; et al.
Staff continues to work closely with WIOA staff and met to strategize ways to ensure participants in
Rubicon’s Comprehensive Programs were accessing this training resource. Our Career Advisor works
closely with the WIOA Case Manager to ensure that participants like AW are able to access the financial
resources to avail themselves of training opportunities that move them from minimum wage jobs. AW is
discussed in detail in Section Five.
This reporting period also saw the implementation of two new support groups being offered on site in
the Antioch office. The first was the Emotional Wellness Support Group with the Center for Human
Development’s African-American Wellness Program. The bi-weekly support group provides a safe,
supportive environment for those struggling with emotional health issues. The second was the Seeking
Information & Support – Substance Use Disorders (SIS-SUDS) Group with Contra Costa County Alcohol &
Other Drugs Services. The support group provides a safe place for participants who have used the Access
hotline, but are awaiting placement in a treatment program. The support group is not therapy,
however, it does provide information regarding addiction and substance abuse. Also, the group
facilitator is able to do Access intakes on the spot for those referred to the group, but who have not yet
activated Access services.
WEST:

Homelessness continues to be a factor greatly impacting our Elevate participants at this site. We are
working to connect our participants with all available resources for homelessness. Our primary partner
in the last 6 months in this endeavor has been Shelter Inc. In the fall we held a meet and greet with
Shelter Inc. as they were launching immediate and long term housing supports for Elevate participants
who are working with a probation officer and experiencing housing insecurity. Our understanding from
these meetings is that Shelter Inc. is not able to utilize the Elevate housing funding for the same
expanded population that we are able to serve in the program, only for AB109 probationers. We have
an additional meeting scheduled for January with Shelter Inc. to speak directly to our full team about
specific enrollment criteria and share any updates. We are interested to see if eligibility for that specific
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program shifts, and are clear that we can refer individuals to Shelter Inc. general services, if they don’t
qualify for their AB109 services nor parole housing program.
Section Five: Programmatic Outcomes, Lessons Learned
CENTRAL:

During this quarter, a total of 7 participants enrolled in our October cohort and 9 in our December
cohort, 100% of the participant have completed the Foundations Workshop series. 3 are currently
working and 1 person is enrolled in computer literacy at Martinez Adult School. Additionally 4
participants earned 8 hard skills certifications: 2 Forklift, 3 Hazmat, 1 Hazwoper 40 and 2 Osha 10
certifications. All non-working participants remain in contact with their employment coach and are
actively involved in job search. Two participants are in our transitional employment training program,
gaining the skills needed to compete for gainful employment
Because of the connections and relationship developed by the staff they’ve been able to keep the
participants engaged and motivated in their journey to enhance the quality of their lives.
Connecting participants to the Employment Coach early in their tenure has proven beneficial to
participants. The earlier they connect the more likely they are to obtain employment. For example, K.A,
who recently was released after serving eight years in prison, was able to work with the Employment
Coach and prepared a functional resume and attended mock interviews sessions. After an extensive job
search, he was offered two positions and chose a position doing Industrial Construction at Total Western
earning $18 an hour.
During the course of this reporting period the Employment Coach worked closely with each participant
on their resumes and cover letters, resulting in three participants gaining employment within thirty days
of completing the Foundation workshops.
EAST:

We recognize that homelessness continues to be a major challenge for participants. We have been
making the requisite referrals to Shelter, Inc., as well as other partners such as Ms. Shirlez. Even though
we make these referrals, participants have not been accessing these resources as we anticipated and are
choosing to remain homeless. They report that frequently, in order to access these housing resources,
there are many rules and regulations that must be adhered to, which they liken to being in jail/prison.
Participants state that they’d rather be on the street or live in their cars than live under these types of
rules. While this is not true for all participants referred to shelter and housing programs, it occurs
frequently enough to be noted.
Success Stories:
When SS came to us, they were newly released from incarceration and were staying at the Don Brown
Shelter. SS had many challenges: homelessness, addiction, emotional health, trauma, and was involved
in a case involving their children. SS successfully completed the Foundations Workshops. With the
support of their Impact Coach, they were able to access services through Health Right 360’s CoCo Leads
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program and get the emotional wellness support they needed and worked with Rubicon partner
Centerforce to address the child custody issue. They also enrolled in Los Medanos College, pursuing an
AA degree and secured employment as a caregiver through an agency. SS is a prime example of a
participant who is utilizing the full breadth of services and resources available to participants to change
their lives.
When AW came to us, he had a background wrought with trauma that he struggled with and was
indecisive about changing his life. In spite of this, he stayed the course and completed the Foundations
Workshops, after which he worked with his Impact Coach and Employment Coach to obtain a full-time
job. Even though AW wasn’t sure about his future, the one thing he was clear about was his aspiration
for a career in construction trades. AW worked with the Career Advisor and the WIOA Case Manager
and identified Future Build as the training program that best fit his needs to acquire the skills he needs
to be successful in the Trades.
WEST:

Workshops: We implemented the three week Foundations Workshops curriculum to increase
engagement and opportunities to explore and learn new skills. Prior to this new three week curriculum,
the third week was an “elective” series. Workshops were piloted at our Antioch and Richmond locations
along with the two week foundations. Due to the success of those pilots, we have implemented the 3
week curriculum at all three of our locations. Foundations now includes “Wake Up Your Game” and “Can
I Afford this Job”, which are both geared at supporting retention as individuals become employed, as
well as additional new workshops. Our alignment process for the first cohort of the New Year is looking
strong with a significant number of folks committing to program involvement for the Elevate program.
This is in part due to outreach efforts of our recently hired Outreach Coordinator and focusing on
outreach and case management during December.
We met with Probation in October to continue to clarify best fit referrals for our program and for
increased communication to share information, anticipate challenges with participants and develop
strategies to ensure greater impact. All service areas continue to support the Impact Coach team and
Outreach Coordinator around ongoing outreach.
Our Workforce Liaison, based out of Richmond, is now supervising additional Workforce Liaisons, and
working on building regional employment relationships that benefit all three of our Elevate sites.
Employment Coaches have continued to connect individuals to immediate and career opportunities that
are managed at the regional level mentioned above, with opportunities connected to each site. The
Workforce Liaison has brought the Ironworker’s Union to multiple Job Clubs. The Employment Coaches
and Career Advisor have assisted folks with becoming ready for that career opportunity and applying.
We are seeing encouraging relationships develop for career employment through these and other
apprenticeship programs.
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Richmond Site Manager attended Breaking Barriers 2.0 at the Greenlining Institute of Alameda County.
We were excited to see one of our participants asking follow up questions of elected officials during this
meeting. The focus of this event was to continue the conversation on criminal justice reform. The
District Attorney, Chief Probation Officer, and individuals from advocacy groups such as All of US or
None and Time Done were present. Staff are also attending monthly Contra Costa County Re-entry
Provider Network meetings. We continue to utilize partnership events and activities as points of
engagement and connection for staff and participants. Our Fall Festival and Toy Giveaway supported our
participants by celebrating and supporting family and community connections over the holidays.
Success Stories:
Here is an example of an individual who has actively looked for new employment and stayed engaged,
even while facing barriers due to their background. KC enrolled with Rubicon in the fall of 2018. Since
then she’s been working consistently with legal services with a particular focus on obtaining a middlewage career. Since she was promoted in early 2019, she has continued to apply to other employment.
She has appealed several denials, and while she has only been successful once, she has not given up.
KC’s persistence is what sets her apart; she continues to work for what she wants and advocate for
herself. She is now working with Rubicon attorneys towards expunging some of her criminal cases across
several counties.
NG has been enrolled since December 2017. He has held 3 different culinary/cooking jobs in the past
year and a half. He is currently working at the Cheese School in San Francisco part-time. From the time
that we have worked with NG, we have observed him working on gaining custody of his son. He does
not have stable housing and could benefit from being connected to more resources in the community
that can provide housing services. Attaining stable housing could benefit him in gaining custody of his
son. Unfortunately, he does not qualify for Shelter Inc.’s new program, as he is on court probation. We
will continue to look to connect our participants to the remaining few organizations providing direct
housing assistance which are experiencing unprecedented numbers of folks needing assistance.
MR’s Impact Coach invited him to a Job Club at Rubicon that featured a local Ironworkers union. MR
enjoyed learning about the Ironworkers and expressed his interest in joining to the union’s recruiter.
The recruiter asked him: “When are you available for an interview?” He responded with “How about
now? The recruiter loved the confidence and gave him an interview shortly after. A few days later MR
was offered employment with the Ironworkers union. MR showed up regularly to his appointments with
his Career Advisor to complete his Union paperwork and register for the necessary trainings. MR’s
attitude has been a 180 degree shift from earlier in the year. He’s eager to work and his actions are
more fully aligned to that. Previously he had struggled with following up and regularly meeting with the
Career Advisor. In November he obtained a full-time contract position with the Ironworker’s Union as a
Rodbuster for about $27/hr with benefits. He is also more than halfway through taking 52 weeks of
Anger Management classes.
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Section Six: Next Steps
Central:

For the upcoming reporting period, staff will be participating in an organizational wide project to
increase impact with participants called Greater Impact Goals. We are now fully staffed with a recently
hired Financial Coach starting in February. We are looking forward to assisting participants with
broadening their financial literacy in the areas of budgeting, savings and connecting them to financial
institutions.
We will be extending our Outreach efforts throughout Central County during the time between cohorts,
building on our belief that this will allow us to serve more participants and enhance the work we are
providing.
EAST:

As part of the upcoming Innovation Grant awarded to the Reentry Success Center and that begins in July
2020, Antioch (under the auspices of the RSC) will be developing and then rolling out evening
programming in the next couple of months.
At the end of January, we will also be rolling out our VITA tax assistance program. We are looking at this
as an opportunity to do additional coaching with participants around creating savings and increasing
their assets. In addition to our usual outreach for the program, Antioch will be making a concerted
effort to outreach to participants that were employed for any part of 2019.
Additionally, we anticipate being fully staffed come February with the onboarding of a new Wellness
Coach, Davita Dorsey.
WEST:

We are on the cusp of opening our VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program) site services to
offer free tax preparation services to enrolled participants and the community. We will also continue to
prioritize our outreach program, and staff our final openings for the second Financial Coach and
Employment coach. These openings resulted due to staff moving to other roles within the organization.
In addition to these activities, we are beginning an organization wide endeavour where multiple staff
teams will be developing high impact goals focused on our strategy to support participants in moving
into middle wage careers. During this pilot program, we are excited to see new solutions and actions
bubble up from all of our staff to move our mission forward. All staff will be involved with identifying
winnable goals that they are motivated to take up and that come from the staff themselves and are in
service to our organization’s strategic goals. Our scope of work to forward middle wage career
opportunities should serve to assist our Elevate participants and all participants.
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Shelter Inc
TOTAL Referrals
# referrals, total
# AB 109 referrals
# non AB 109 referrals

Q1-Q2: July 1 - Dec 31, Q3-Q4: Jan 1 - Jun
2019
30, 2020
171
159
12

Total

Goals
250

# screened and accepted for services
# unscreened

141
30

Among NEW Enrollees
New Enrollee Services
Housing:
# receiving housing assessment/plan
# enrolled in case management
# receiving case management services
Average # of participants per Case Mgr.

121
141
121
32

35

# living with family/friends; temporary while awaiting permanent housing
# placed in SLE transitional housing
# placed in stable housing
# received short term financial rental assistance

36
56
22
13

75
75%
31

# of West County SLE beds available, Total Capacity
# of West County SLE beds occupied, as of 12/31/2019

31
17

6

# of Central County SLE beds available, Total Capacity
# of Central County SLE beds occupied, as of 12/31/2019

88
8

8

# of East County SLE beds available, Total Capacity
# of East County SLE beds occupied, as of 12/31/2019

89
33

9

Family/therapeutic/crisis services:
# enrolled

0
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Financial Services
# enrolled in financial education/credit counseling

78

Legal Services:
# referred to legal services

0

Employment referrals:
# who are un or under employed
# of un-under employed referred for employment services
Among those referred for employment services AND maintain housing for
90 days:

78
78

100%

16

60%

48

80%

6
6

75%
50%

*It will be reported
next period since it has
only been 6 months.
12
6
6

40%
67%

# with income higher than when referral to employment services was made
Housing duration/transitions:
# of SLE residents who maintained housing for at least 30 days
# in stable housing who maintained for at least 30 days who exited to perm
housing
# who exited to perm housing and stayed for at least 6 mos.

# who exited to perm housing and stayed for at least 1 year
# transitioned to unsubsidized permanent housing
# moved out of SLE to other stable housing
# transitioned by taking over responsibility for rent
Outcomes:
# successfully completed program (i.e, exited to perm housing)
# AB 109 successfully completed program

48

# unsuccessful exits
# failure to meet requirements

34
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# due to court/criminal involvement (i.e., returned to custody)
# due to lack of engagement
# absconding
# due to relocation/case transfer
# AB 109 unsuccessful exits

1
3
3
0
5
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